This report reflects the views of the assessment team, which relied on data and representations provided by Uber’s management, employees, and third parties, some of which the assessment team was not able to confirm independently. The assessment team did not investigate specific allegations regarding potential legal, regulatory, or policy violations, or audit Uber’s financial statements. The material in this report is intended for informational purposes only, and does not constitute investment advice, a recommendation, or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any securities or other financial investments to any person in any jurisdiction in which an offer, solicitation, purchase, or sale would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction.
I. Executive Summary

Since hiring Dara Khosrowshahi as CEO in 2017, Uber has focused on building a strong company culture. The company has revamped its mission and values, hired its first Chief Diversity and Inclusion Officer (CDIO), published reports on the diversity of its workforce, and strengthened its employment policies and practices against discrimination, harassment, and retaliation. In 2020, in response to the murder of George Floyd and several other high-profile incidents of violence against Black Americans, Uber announced 15 long-term commitments to help advance racial equity as part of its efforts to become a “different and better company” and “a champion for equity, both inside and outside [the] company.”

Last fall, Uber took another step, and engaged Covington & Burling LLP to assess the company’s efforts to promote civil rights and diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) and to make recommendations for additional actions the company could take to achieve its civil rights and DEI objectives in the United States. Covington reviewed documents and data; interviewed each member of the company’s executive team and many internal subject-matter experts; convened roundtables with leaders of Uber’s employee resource groups (ERGs) and members of Uber Crew (drivers and couriers elected to represent those communities); held a listening session with national advocacy and civil rights organizations; and spoke with nonprofit organizations with which Uber partners. Based on this work, Covington concluded that Uber has taken significant steps to promote civil rights and DEI for all users on its U.S. mobility platform, in its corporate workforce, and in the communities it serves. Covington also identified additional steps the company could take to achieve these objectives.

Covington organized the results of its assessment in four categories: (i) leadership and accountability; (ii) products and platform; (iii) corporate workforce; and (iv) community initiatives. Covington’s observations and recommendations in each area are summarized below.

Leadership and Accountability. Uber’s executive leadership has undertaken a range of activities to promote civil rights and DEI and has established a variety of accountability mechanisms to help ensure that the company lives up to its civil rights and DEI commitments. As one example, a portion of the compensation of each member of the company’s Executive Leadership Team (ELT) is tied to the company’s goals related to DEI, safety, and driver and courier satisfaction. To maintain its position as a leader among rideshare companies with respect to these issues, Uber should continue its focus on embedding accountability for the company’s civil rights and DEI objectives, including potentially through the use of executive compensation and other tools. Uber should also consider consolidating responsibility and oversight for the company’s external and internal civil rights and diversity, equity, and inclusion initiatives within a team or executive. In addition, Uber should continue the work it has undertaken since 2017 to build and strengthen partnerships with organizations in the civil rights community, and to leverage subject-matter expertise within that community as Uber continues to refine its practices and products to address emerging civil rights issues.

Products and Platform. Uber’s innovations in its platform technology have established the company as a leader in both the technology and transportation industries. Uber has leveraged a range of technologies to make ride-hailing more reliable, accessible, and equitable while providing benefits to both drivers and riders who use the platform. There is some risk, however, that this technology could perpetuate or reinforce biases or disparities or be used in discriminatory ways. To reduce this risk, Uber has focused its efforts in five key areas: fairness, privacy, accessibility, safety, and driver initiatives.
• **Fairness.** Uber has established teams with a mandate to promote fairness for all platform users. Going forward, Uber should streamline efforts to promote fairness and to mitigate bias on the platform by developing a central fairness strategy. The strategy should be grounded in principles of inclusion and informed by input from external stakeholders with expertise in civil rights, product equity, and algorithmic fairness. The company should also develop a risk-based standard operating procedure for evaluating products for potential bias prior to launch.

• **Privacy.** Uber has taken steps to give users more control over their data and to make its privacy policies more user friendly. Uber should build on these efforts by continuing to partner with leading experts to enhance its privacy program and practices—including the company’s treatment of personal data—and to align them with emerging best practices.

• **Accessibility.** Uber recently established a position focused on promoting accessibility on the mobility platform. Uber should continue to explore and develop product solutions to enhance accessibility, monitor existing products for accessibility issues, and provide drivers with accessibility-related resources. Uber’s accessibility strategy should be informed by input from users with disabilities and disability rights organizations.

• **Safety.** Even before the 2017 change in Uber’s leadership, the safety of riders and drivers on Uber’s platform was a priority for the company. Well before 2017, Uber established a Safety Advisory Board composed of external subject-matter experts and stakeholders to provide the company with input on Uber’s rider and driver safety initiatives, as well as safety-related enhancements to the platform itself. In 2019, Uber became the first rideshare company to publish a safety report describing the company’s strategic approach to promoting rider and driver safety and summarizing safety-related data. In the course of this work, Uber has engaged with hundreds of organizations—including organizations focused on women’s safety and crime prevention—to inform its approach. Leveraging its core strengths as a technology company, Uber has developed and implemented a series of app- and platform-based safety features. Consistent with its track record of innovation related to rider and driver safety, Uber should continue to evaluate opportunities to develop safety initiatives designed to address the needs of particular populations, including drivers and riders of color; continue to enhance safeguards in the driver deactivation process; continue to promote transparency by publishing safety data and information; and incorporate platform worker health and safety expertise into the work of the company’s Safety Advisory Board.

• **Driver Initiatives.** Uber has demonstrated a commitment to listening to drivers on the platform and addressing their needs, including with respect to the development of new platform features and providing information and support in instances when a driver is temporarily or permanently blocked from using the platform. Uber should continue to expand and refine the mechanisms it uses to engage with drivers and publish an update on the company’s corporate commitments in this area.

**Corporate Workforce.** Uber’s commitment to civil rights and DEI is reflected in the company’s policies, practices, and initiatives that promote a respectful, diverse, and inclusive workplace.

• **Policies and Procedures.** Uber has developed comprehensive equal employment opportunity (EEO) policies. The company should align its EEO policies with emerging best practices and ensure that employees understand how these policies relate to one another.
• **Complaints and Investigations.** Uber has a multifaceted complaints and investigations function for responding to employee concerns. The company should continue to invest in and examine novel solutions to employee issues, such as the company's Restorative Practices program for resolving employee disputes that do not rise to the level of policy violations.

• **Trainings.** Uber offers an array of trainings for employees at all levels of seniority. The company should continue to offer a robust set of workplace conduct trainings and encourage compliance with the mandatory workplace harassment and discrimination training requirement.

• **Talent Acquisition and Management.** Uber has developed a thoughtful approach to recruiting, evaluating, and promoting employees. Uber should build on its efforts to grow and cultivate a diverse workforce consistent with legal requirements and promote equal opportunity by expanding its target applicant pool to identify additional underrepresented talent in the recruiting process, particularly for technology roles. In addition, Uber should require anti-bias training for all managers making hiring decisions. Uber should also account for employees’ contributions to DEI initiatives in employee performance reviews.

• **Compensation and Benefits.** Uber has established competitive and dynamic compensation and benefits offerings for its employees. To ensure that its compensation and benefits offerings are equitable and continue to meet the needs of its workforce, Uber should consider conducting a review of the company’s benefits programs to understand the potential impacts of each benefit on attracting and retaining diverse talent, sustaining a culture of inclusion, and promoting the utilization of key benefits by all members of the workforce.

• **Employee Resource Groups.** Uber supports a dozen ERGs, open to all interested employees, to provide a sense of community for employees from a range of backgrounds at the company. The company should seek input from ERGs on new product designs to help ensure that the company’s product-development process benefits from a range of perspectives about potential positive or adverse impacts.

**Community Initiatives.** Uber seeks to make a positive difference in communities in a number of ways, including by doing business with suppliers owned by people from a diverse range of backgrounds and engaging in meaningful partnerships with external organizations.

• **Supplier Diversity.** Established in 2021, Uber’s supplier diversity program is designed to provide an equal playing field for those wanting to do business with Uber. The company should continue to scale the program and devote additional resources to support this effort.

• **Community Engagement and External Partnerships.** For several years, Uber has been committed to strengthening and supporting the communities it serves via social impact investments and partnerships and civic engagement initiatives. Uber should consider soliciting formal feedback from partner organizations to evaluate the effectiveness and quality of their partnerships with Uber and to identify areas for improvement.
II. Introduction

In May 2022, Uber and SOC Investment Group (SOC) agreed that Uber would undertake a civil rights assessment, making Uber one of the first technology companies—and only rideshare company—to undertake such an assessment. The agreement between Uber and SOC stated that the assessment would focus on Uber’s U.S. mobility platform and that it would evaluate Uber’s efforts to promote civil rights and DEI in several key areas: Uber’s products and platform; its corporate workforce; and the communities the company serves. The agreement noted that the assessment should cover both what Uber was doing well and opportunities for improvement. Uber engaged former Attorney General Eric H. Holder, Jr. and a team from Covington & Burling LLP to conduct the assessment.

This report contains the results of Covington’s assessment of Uber’s efforts to promote civil rights and diversity, equity, and inclusion, as well as Covington’s recommendations for additional steps Uber could take to accomplish its civil rights and DEI-related objectives. The report begins with an explanation of the report’s scope and Covington’s methodology; background on the company and its approach to promoting civil rights and DEI; and background on the rideshare industry. The remainder of the report presents the results of Covington’s assessment in four sections: (i) leadership and accountability; (ii) products and platform; (iii) corporate workforce; and (iv) community initiatives. Each section includes Covington’s recommendations for steps Uber could take to accomplish its stated objectives with respect to each of these topics.

III. Scope and Methodology

Uber and SOC agreed that the assessment would focus on Uber’s U.S. mobility platform and three specific areas of Uber’s U.S. business: (i) its products and platform; (ii) its corporate workforce; and (iii) its broader community initiatives. Except where a different date is noted, this report describes Uber’s progress toward its civil rights and DEI objectives through March 2023.

To assess Uber’s efforts to promote civil rights and DEI and to identify opportunities for improvement, Covington:

- Interviewed each member of the company’s executive team.
- Interviewed more than 80 internal subject-matter experts across numerous functions and at various levels of seniority.
- Held roundtable discussions with leaders of Uber’s 12 ERGs.
- Held a roundtable discussion with members of Uber Crew—a group of more than 70 drivers and couriers who represent the drivers and couriers in their geographic regions.
- Facilitated a listening session between Uber, Covington, and national advocacy and civil rights organizations identified by Uber, SOC, and Covington.
- Interviewed nonprofit organizations that have partnered with Uber on community initiatives.
- Reviewed documents and data received from Uber, including policies, procedures, and training materials.
• Reviewed publicly available documents, including Uber’s Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG), People and Culture, and Safety reports, as well as public statements by and about Uber related to civil rights and DEI.

As Covington evaluated Uber’s efforts to promote civil rights and DEI, it kept in mind the nature of Uber’s business, including the regulatory constraints under which the company operates. As a technology platform company and provider of mobility products in the United States, Uber is subject to different and sometimes conflicting laws, rules, and regulations in the jurisdictions in which it operates, including a patchwork of state and local legal requirements related to operating mobility products, such as licensing, insurance, screening, and background check requirements. In addition, Uber’s ability to collect and process user data is an important part of Uber’s business, and a number of U.S. and foreign regulators have proposed or adopted significant new data privacy regulations in recent years. A growing number of U.S. states also have enacted privacy statutes that set forth requirements on how entities should collect, process, and transfer personal data. Lawmakers and regulators are also grappling with how emerging technologies should be designed and deployed to minimize the risk of bias and discrimination in the function and use of those technologies.

IV. Background

A. About Uber

Uber’s mobility platform connects riders with drivers who provide transportation using personal vehicles. Uber provides economy and premium ride options, including different types of cars and SUVs with a range of features. Uber’s mobility platform also connects riders to micromobility options, such as scooters and bikes.

Uber is the largest mobility platform in the United States. Riders and drivers can access Uber’s mobility platform in 265 cities across all 50 states, Washington, D.C., and Puerto Rico. According to a Bloomberg Second Measure report, Uber has captured the majority of the U.S. rideshare market, taking in more than 70% of all U.S. rideshare spending.

B. The Rideshare Industry, Civil Rights, and DEI

Rideshare apps have transformed the landscape of individual transportation and independent work. A 2018 Pew Research Center survey indicated that more than one-third of U.S. adults had used rideshare services. A 2021 study indicated that 5% of U.S. adults had worked as a driver on a rideshare app.

Ridesharing has expanded mobility options—including for those who cannot afford a car, those without access to public transportation, and those who cannot drive—and resulted in personal benefits beyond increased mobility. For example, one study concluded that ridesharing increased mobility in low-income Los Angeles neighborhoods where many residents lacked reliable access to cars. Another study found that rideshare use by elderly users with chronic disease resulted in easier access to healthcare, increased social engagement, and improved quality of life.

Ridesharing has also created opportunities for people to earn money outside of traditional, less flexible employment relationships. Drivers on rideshare platforms can avoid barriers to entry associated with traditional employment such as waiting for a job opening, interviewing, and meeting prior experience or educational requirements. Research has found
that driving on a rideshare platform can also provide “flexibility in both setting a customized work schedule and also adjusting the schedule from week to week, day to day, and hour to hour.”

In Uber’s view, flexible platform work promotes DEI because it allows individuals who sometimes need additional flexibility—including parents, other caregivers, and individuals with certain disabilities—to work at the time and in the way that works best for them, and because it enables those in populations that have historically faced barriers to traditional employment—including women and people of color—to earn income without encountering those barriers.

While the rideshare industry has expanded mobility and work opportunities, it—along with the broader technology sector—has faced criticism related to civil rights from some advocates. A summary of the concerns regarding this industry is below.

- **Accessibility.** Some disability rights advocates have urged rideshare companies to do more to provide accessible services to individuals with disabilities. Some advocates contend that rideshare drivers have refused rides to people with service animals, that some companies’ wait-time fee policies inadvertently impact riders with disabilities who need more time to enter a vehicle, and that some companies have not provided access to wheelchair-accessible transportation.

- **Bias and Discrimination.** Some civil rights advocates and app users have raised concerns regarding the risk of bias and discrimination in the use of rideshare platforms.
  - **Algorithmic Bias.** Civil rights organizations and think tanks are increasingly scrutinizing the algorithms that support technology products and services for potentially biased and discriminatory outcomes. Bias can result from algorithms that use unrepresentative, incomplete, or flawed data that reflect historical inequalities. For example, some have alleged that the facial-recognition systems used by rideshare companies to verify the identities of drivers do not provide the same degree of accuracy for people with darker skin tones, compared to those with lighter skin tones.
  - **App Features.** Some researchers, riders, and drivers have suggested that the design and function of certain in-app features permit rideshare users to perpetuate bias and discrimination. For example, one study found that allowing drivers to see a rider’s name or picture before or after accepting a trip resulted in higher cancellation rates and wait times for Black riders. In addition, some drivers have suggested that the ratings they receive from riders following trips may reflect bias in addition to factors like safe driving, which could be particularly harmful for drivers who may be deactivated (removed from the platform) due to low ratings.

- **User Safety.**
  - **Sexual Violence.** Some gender justice and anti-violence advocates have criticized rideshare companies for not doing enough to prevent or address sexual violence against female riders and drivers. Rideshare companies have also faced criticism for not sharing reports of sexual violence with law enforcement agencies. However, several sexual assault survivor advocacy groups contend that the choice to report an assault should belong to the survivor and no one else.
  - **Driver Safety.** Some workers’ rights advocates have asserted that driving on a rideshare platform poses dangers to drivers, especially drivers of color. In addition, some workers’ rights advocates have criticized the safety data transparency efforts of rideshare companies, stating that their safety reports are “outdated” and “report on a narrow range of incidents” because they are based on data from prior years and
only include statistics on certain more serious incidents (motor vehicle crash fatalities, physical assault fatalities, and sexual assaults) but not statistics on other safety incidents, such as non-fatal physical assaults and robberies.26

- **Data Privacy, Monetization, and Surveillance.** Some data privacy advocates have suggested that technology companies collect and monetize data, including through targeted advertisements, in ways that may harm historically marginalized groups.27 Concerns have been raised that rideshare companies may serve targeted advertisements based on destination data.28 Civil rights organizations have also urged rideshare companies to increase transparency regarding how user data are shared with law enforcement because of concerns that certain data-sharing practices allow police to engage in harmful surveillance of people of color.29

- **Benefits and Protections for Drivers.** Some workers’ rights advocates contend that classifying drivers as independent contractors rather than employees deprives them of benefits and protections they could receive, including minimum wage and unemployment insurance.30 Some advocates have asserted that this might have a disparate impact on people of color because they are more likely to earn income through a rideshare platform.31

V. **Assessment of Uber’s Efforts to Promote Civil Rights and Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion**

As noted above, Covington’s assessment of Uber’s efforts to promote civil rights and DEI is divided into four categories: (i) leadership and accountability; (ii) products and platform; (iii) corporate workforce; and (iv) community initiatives.

A. **Leadership and Accountability**

1. **Leadership**

Uber’s Executive Leadership Team (ELT) has responsibility for advancing the company’s civil rights and DEI commitments and objectives, which are overseen by Uber’s Board of Directors. Uber’s Executive Leadership Team works collaboratively with Uber’s Chief Diversity and Inclusion Officer (CDIO)32 to set the company’s civil rights objectives and DEI goals and to develop strategies to achieve them. Uber’s Board of Directors receives regular updates about the company’s civil rights and DEI objectives, monitors progress against these goals, and considers them (along with other factors) in succession planning and executive compensation.33

Uber seeks to ensure that the backgrounds of its leaders reflect the diversity represented by the company’s employees and the communities of its platform users. The company’s ELT is composed of 10 individuals,34 six of whom are either women or underrepresented people (URP).35 Uber considers U.S. employees to be members of an underrepresented population within Uber if they self-identify as Black or African American, Hispanic or Latino, American Indian or Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, or two or more races because these demographic groups are underrepresented in Uber’s workforce compared to the overall U.S. population.36 Uber’s Board of Directors has 10 members, including four women and three directors who identify as ethnic minorities.37 The Nominating and Governance Committee of the Board conducts annual self-evaluations to assess the performance and effectiveness of the Board, and the evaluations include consideration of the diversity of the full Board.
Shortly after becoming the company’s CEO in 2017, Dara Khosrowshahi established the role of Chief Diversity and Inclusion Officer in 2018.\textsuperscript{38} The CDIO reports to the Chief People Officer—who is a member of the company’s ELT—and works closely with the CEO and other ELT members. The CDIO is supported by more than 30 team members who help create and execute Uber’s DEI strategy, including tracking and analyzing data to assess the diversity of Uber’s workforce and overseeing initiatives related to workforce diversity, equity, and inclusion. The CDIO is responsible for developing and proposing goals, strategies, and initiatives to promote DEI at Uber, and the ELT determines which goals, strategies, and initiatives the company should pursue. Uber’s CDIO is not specifically charged with promoting or safeguarding the civil rights of platform users, and Uber has not consolidated responsibility for driving progress on both Uber’s internal and external civil rights and DEI objectives with a specific team or executive.

In addition to working with the CDIO to set the company’s DEI strategy, Uber’s ELT plays an important role in executing the strategy and participating in related initiatives. Each member of Uber’s ELT is responsible for advancing DEI within their organization with the benefit of input and consultation from the CDIO. In addition, the ELT shares responsibility for advancing DEI goals across the company, including initiatives to increase leadership visibility of diverse talent and to better understand the experiences of URP employees at Uber. Uber’s ELT members meet regularly with Uber’s ERGs to hear directly from ERG members about the challenges they face in the workplace. ELT members serve as executive sponsors to the company’s 12 ERGs and rotate periodically to enhance ELT visibility into the experiences of members of different ERGs. In addition, Uber’s CEO holds at least one meeting with each ERG annually. ELT members also participate in Uber’s sponsorship programs, which promote relationships between the company’s senior leaders and high-potential members of the workforce (including women and URP) to coach, mentor, and support them. While the sponsorship program does not guarantee promotions, it has helped to increase visibility among leadership of Uber’s diverse talent and has improved retention rates for participants. To encourage connection between Uber’s leadership and URP employees who may become candidates for upcoming vacant roles, the ELT also hosts networking opportunities with URP talent.

Covington spoke with each member of Uber’s ELT—including Uber’s CEO—during the course of the assessment. Uber’s ELT members are committed to achieving Uber’s civil rights and DEI objectives, and they acknowledge that there is room for improvement, particularly with respect to increasing URP representation throughout the corporate workforce to ensure equal opportunity. Likewise, Uber’s ELT is committed to sustaining the positive changes to company culture that have occurred during Dara Khosrowshahi’s tenure as CEO and to driving additional progress on civil rights and DEI at Uber informed by the results of this assessment. Many members of the ELT maintain personal relationships with national advocacy and civil rights organizations, which reflects deep personal engagement in addition to institutional engagement with external organizations on civil rights and DEI issues.

During the assessment, Covington convened a listening session with 12 national advocacy and civil rights organizations to gain additional insight on external stakeholders’ perspectives on Uber’s efforts to advance civil rights and DEI. Uber leaders were present to hear direct feedback from participants, who represented a cross section of the civil rights community, including organizations focused on protecting the rights of Black, Asian American and Pacific Islander, and Hispanic people; LGBTQ+ individuals; and people with disabilities. Several participants credited Uber for the significant progress the company has made in recent years, highlighting Uber’s efforts to improve rider safety, to provide drivers additional benefits
and support, and to enhance workforce DEI, including by offering managers anti-racism training. Participants also provided constructive feedback, including on algorithmic fairness, workplace DEI, and ESG. In particular, the representatives of civil rights and advocacy organizations urged Uber to:

- Increase transparency around the company’s internal DEI strategy and progress, as well as company practices that affect the civil rights of platform users (such as those related to algorithmic fairness and data privacy).
- Support diverse communities by advocating against policies, regulations, and laws that might harm these communities.
- Assess the company’s progress on achieving the company’s civil rights and DEI goals, including through periodic internal and external updates regarding the recommendations included in this assessment.
- Promote the business case for conducting civil rights assessments and encourage other companies to undertake them.

### Recommendations

- **Consolidate responsibility for overseeing Uber’s internal and external efforts to promote equity and fairness across its platform and its workplace.** The responsible team or executive would oversee and coordinate with teams that work on designing and producing equitable and fair products, as well as support the company’s ongoing efforts to help ensure that products do not perpetuate bias or discrimination. The team or executive performing this role should have deep civil rights and social justice experience and directly report to an ELT member. Establishing a clear point of contact focused on the promotion of civil rights in Uber’s products and workplace could also support enhanced engagement with the civil rights community.

- **Report periodically on Uber’s progress against the recommendations in this assessment.** Periodically sharing progress updates will help Uber maintain momentum and provide external stakeholders with the information needed to hold Uber accountable.

- **Convene business leaders, civil rights leaders, policymakers, academics, and other stakeholders to discuss best practices for promoting civil rights and DEI in the technology and mobility industries.** Representatives of the civil rights community have encouraged Uber to share information about its practices related to civil rights and DEI, in part to help other companies undertake similar efforts. Convening thought leaders to discuss these issues could accelerate efforts to help businesses implement strategies to assess and improve civil rights and diversity, equity, and inclusion initiatives in the technology and mobility industries.

### 2. Accountability

Uber uses a range of mechanisms to encourage accountability for its stated commitments to civil rights and DEI, including (i) establishing annual companywide DEI goals; (ii) generating quarterly DEI reports for the ELT and business unit leaders; (iii) tying DEI goals to
ELT compensation; (iv) establishing and mobilizing the Racial Equity Leadership Council (RELC); and (iv) soliciting employee feedback through surveys and other means.

a. **Annual DEI Priorities**

Each year, Uber’s DEI team creates and aligns on priorities to guide the company’s DEI efforts. Based on a review of representation data across race and gender that identify shortfalls, these priorities have included increasing the representation and retention of women and URP talent overall and in leadership, sustaining the company’s commitment to anti-racism, advancing equity across the company, understanding the company’s diverse workforce better across multiple dimensions, and learning how to attract and retain diverse talent. The DEI team also develops strategic plans for each business unit with equitable representation goals to ensure equal opportunity. These goals are tailored and incremental. Uber’s People Data and Analytics team sets the goals, including for women and URP representation, based on a number of market factors, including the diversity of the current Uber workforce and the projected talent pool for the particular business unit.

b. **Quarterly DEI Reports**

The DEI team generates quarterly reports for the Board, ELT, and business unit leaders. The ELT meets with the DEI team to review the reports, which include updates on progress toward companywide operational goals and the company’s goals regarding DEI. The quarterly reports help the ELT assess trends and facilitate ELT review and approval of initiatives that target certain areas for improvement. For example, following a recent quarterly report reflecting difficulty attracting and retaining senior level URP diverse talent, the ELT asked the DEI team to facilitate recruiting events to identify and increase the URP applicant pool for senior talent within Uber. In addition to the quarterly reports to the ELT, members of Uber’s DEI team meet at least quarterly with business leaders to review progress reports on and further develop team-level goals, strategies, and trainings relating to diversity, equity, and inclusion.

c. **Executive Compensation**

As part of their total compensation packages, members of Uber’s ELT are eligible for annual performance-based restricted stock unit (PRSU) awards, which vest in three years, and annual cash-based bonuses. Achievement of various goals related to diversity, equity, and inclusion has been incorporated in both types of executive compensation. The relevant component of the PRSU award (12.5% of the 2020 award and 10% of the 2021 and 2022 awards) is tied to companywide representation goals to increase the proportion of women employees at the manager level and above to 35% in 2021 and 38% in 2022 and to increase the proportion of URP employees at the senior analyst level and above to 14% in 2021 and 15% in 2022. These goals were set following a review of available talent and demographic data that showed that, as of late 2019, fewer than one-third of directors or above were women and fewer than one-tenth of directors and above were URP employees. Because the company made progress on the 2020–2022 goals but did not reach them, the company awarded the ELT 68% and 78% of the available PRSU payout for the women and URP-related goals, respectively. In 2021, five ELT members received cash bonuses based on individual goals relating to the completion of Uber’s racial equity commitments, and in 2022 the company expanded the DEI cash bonus goals to all members of the ELT.
d. Racial Equity Leadership Council (RELC)

Uber established RELC to help advance the company’s 2020 racial equity commitments. RELC is composed of more than 20 senior leaders—including six ELT members—from across the company who serve as executive sponsors for Uber’s racial equity commitments. Each executive sponsor is assigned to at least one racial equity commitment, and, with the support of assigned project managers, is responsible for advancing their assigned commitment and providing regular progress updates. Uber has fulfilled 11 of the original 15 commitments, and three are still in progress. One commitment was discontinued following a legal challenge.

RELC’s goal is to sustain progress and momentum on the company’s 2020 commitments and to drive them to completion. Members of the ELT and RELC have expressed interest in building on Uber’s progress to fulfill its 2020 racial equity commitments by expanding or developing new goals, including goals to promote equity more broadly. Uber’s 2023 ESG report reflects the evolution of several of the original equity commitments.

The company communicates internally and externally about its progress toward fulfilling its racial equity commitments. Internally, Uber shares RELC progress updates in at least two ways. First, RELC reports the status of each commitment to the ELT on a quarterly basis. Second, RELC periodically reports progress to the workforce. The workforce provides feedback about the commitments and RELC progress through Uber’s “Pulse” surveys, which are used to obtain feedback from Uber employees on the employee experience. Externally, Uber has published progress updates pertaining to the status of its racial equity commitments on its website and in its annual ESG reports.

e. Employee Outreach and Data Collection

Uber conducts employee surveys—including a Global Self-ID survey and Pulse surveys—and focus groups to measure progress and employee sentiment on a host of issues, including DEI and the employee experience.

Through Uber’s Global Self-ID survey, employees voluntarily report demographic information—including their race or ethnicity, gender identity, sexual orientation, highest level of education, caregiver status, disability status, and military status. Based on 2022 data, Uber has received a 75% or greater response rate from employees on six different categories including ethnicity (91%), sexual orientation (79%), and gender identify (77%). Collecting this information allows the People Data and Analytics team to monitor for potential disparities in professional mobility over the course of employees’ tenures at the company. It also allows the company to consider diverse representation and to track progress toward further diversifying the workforce and promoting equitable access. Employees are encouraged to add this information during the onboarding process and are reminded to update it annually. As a result of this system, Uber’s People Data and Analytics team can disaggregate survey data by demographics.

Uber conducts semi-annual Pulse surveys to measure employee sentiment. More than three quarters of Uber’s U.S. employees completed the October 2022 Pulse survey. Example Pulse survey questions include scaled agree/disagree sentiment questions such as, “The communication I receive makes me feel connected to what’s going on at Uber,” and “I feel safe to be my authentic self at Uber,” and open questions such as, “Reflecting on your experience at Uber, what could be improved?” After each survey, the People Data and Analytics team presents the results to the ELT, DEI team, and business unit leaders. The People Data and Analytics team also collects information about the employee experience through other surveys.
and focus groups, which the ELT or business unit leaders can request when they need additional data. The People Data and Analytics team does not administer each of these surveys and focus groups but helps design the questions and curate the audience to ensure that results are statistically significant.

### Recommendations

- **Continue to link executive compensation to progress toward equity outcomes.** Uber should continue to tie a portion of executive compensation to progress toward qualitative and quantitative DEI goals. Uber should also consider broadening the scope of equity-related key performance indicators (KPIs) to underscore the ELT’s shared commitment to progress on both internal and external civil rights and DEI goals, and consider setting specific business line or other tailored goals for ELT members.

- **Complete racial equity commitments and consider setting new ones.** Uber should continue to drive progress on the company’s existing racial equity commitments. As Uber nears completion of its 2020 commitments, the company should leverage the expertise of internal and external stakeholders, including the civil rights community, to consider developing new commitments. Uber should periodically report on the company’s progress toward fulfilling its equity-related commitments.

### B. Products and Platform

Uber believes that “everyone has the right to move freely and safely” and seeks to give that experience to everyone who uses its platform. Uber recognizes that the technologies underpinning its mobility platform—many of which rely on algorithms and artificial intelligence (AI)—have the potential to unlock mobility options for individuals who otherwise would have greater difficulty connecting with food, services, employment, and people in their communities. At the same time, Uber appreciates that these technologies can perpetuate biases and be deployed in a way that is discriminatory, particularly if designed and deployed without appropriate safeguards. To that end, Uber has empowered teams and implemented policies and practices to promote fairness, privacy, accessibility, and safety for all U.S. mobility platform riders and drivers.

#### 1. Fairness

Uber promotes fairness in the development and use of its products and platform in various ways, including by committing resources and giving agency to the teams working to help the products, platform, and underlying algorithms function equitably. For Uber, fairness means the technology works as intended in ways that benefit and protect all users. In connection with Uber’s efforts to promote fairness, Covington assessed the company’s policies and practices for designing, testing, and monitoring the mobility platform and related products to minimize the risk of potential bias.

##### a. Teams Responsible for Promoting Product and Platform Fairness

Uber has established three teams with responsibility for promoting fairness and minimizing bias in Uber’s mobility platform and products: the Product Equity team, the
Marketplace Fairness team, and the Fairness Working Group. Each team has a distinct role in helping to minimize potential bias on Uber’s mobility platform and in its mobility products.

i. Product Equity Team

Efforts to promote fairness in Uber’s product design are guided by Uber’s Product Equity team, which Uber established in 2021. The Product Equity team’s mission is to help product development teams intentionally consider the perspectives of historically marginalized and underrepresented communities in their work. This mission helps to guide the Product Equity team’s collaboration with product teams and informs the educational tools and materials that the Product Equity team develops. Soon after the team’s creation, and in connection with one of Uber’s 2020 racial equity commitments, Uber hired its first Head of Product Equity Design, who is charged with helping “design and build products that are inclusive and meet the needs of [Uber’s] customers.” The Product Equity team is jointly led by the Head of Product Equity Design and the Group Product Manager for Equity, Safety and Privacy Products, and is composed of 18 employees with expertise in design, research, product management, program management, and engineering.

Three principles inform the Product Equity team’s work and collaboration with other teams at Uber: (i) “recognize how your identity informs your perspective;” (ii) “shift unequal power dynamics;” and (iii) “prioritize your impact over your intentions.” Consistent with these principles, the Product Equity team encourages Uber’s product, design, and engineering teams to consider how their race, gender, age, class, religion, sexual orientation, ability, and other personal characteristics inform their own biases. Recognizing these biases and how identity affects lived experience allows team members to reflect on how their place in society informs how they see or fail to see those around them and how that affects product decisions on a daily basis. The Product Equity team encourages other teams to diversify their membership and to prioritize the perspectives from historically and systemically excluded communities by intentionally seeking them out in foundational research, co-designing experiences with them, and validating that the product solution fulfills their needs before launching.

The Product Equity team’s collaboration with product teams includes ongoing initiatives, developments, and tools to help incorporate equity in the product development process. In addition, the Product Equity team provides product equity and accessibility trainings and resources, collaborates with product teams to minimize bias when designing products, and engages with external stakeholders to share and receive feedback about potential bias in Uber’s products and platform. In 2022, the Product Equity team set a goal of achieving accessibility (through technical compatibility with assistive technology) for all of the top 30% of components—the components most used from a code and design tool perspective—in the base design system for the mobility platform for iOS and Android users. Earlier this year the team surpassed this goal, achieving accessibility for all of the top 50% of components. The Product Equity team’s goal is to achieve 100% accessibility for all documented components by Q1 2024.

From product conception through product development, the Product Equity team regularly engages with external stakeholders to understand how Uber’s products and platform can better serve platform users. In October 2021, the Product Equity team helped organize Uber’s first Inclusion Day, an event focused on the experiences of historically and systematically excluded drivers, riders, couriers, and delivery recipients and their interaction with Uber’s products and platforms. The virtual event, which drew more than 900 attendees, was specifically focused on promoting racial equity and accessibility and included keynotes and attendance by ELT members (including Uber’s CEO), tech team representatives, and a range of
platform users from the communities Uber serves. The event also included sessions led by external experts related to inclusive design, an inclusive product showcase, panels led by non-governmental organizations, and focus groups and ideation sessions with users and Uber product team representatives. Uber understands that events such as Inclusion Day provide opportunities to receive direct feedback from the communities Uber serves and for the company to inform the public about its equity initiatives. Uber’s second Inclusion Day was held in June 2023 in São Paulo, Brazil, and focused on LGBTQ rights and racial equity.

ii. The Marketplace Fairness Team and Fairness Working Group

Uber seeks to identify and mitigate potential bias in products that are being prepared for introduction to the market. The Marketplace Fairness team evaluates Uber’s products for potential bias prior to a product’s launch, tests products and algorithms for potential bias, and suggests interventions (including altering a component of the product or retraining an algorithm) to mitigate any potential bias.

Two Uber data scientists began bias testing in 2018 as a means to test Uber’s platform and certain products periodically for potential discrimination. Uber formalized the Marketplace Fairness team in 2020. Uber hired two additional data scientists for the team and broadened its work to three areas: (i) testing marketplace products and algorithms for disparate impact; (ii) testing safety products for disparate impact; and (iii) assessing and improving Uber’s testing methodology. The Marketplace Fairness team continues to test the company’s platform and new products for potential bias and monitors certain existing products related to user safety, the matching of riders and drivers, and trip pricing to reduce the risk of bias based on users’ location, racial or ethnic background, and other protected characteristics. The team’s goal is to incorporate fairness testing as part of all major safety and marketplace product development.

In late 2018, members of Uber’s Policy organization created the Fairness Working Group to bring together interested members across different functions of the company to advance efforts to minimize the risk of potential bias in Uber’s products. Uber hired a Head of Product Equity Design in March 2021, and today the Fairness Working Group is composed of more than 40 Uber employees from the company’s Legal, Privacy Engineering and Security, Central Policy, Marketplace Fairness, Product Equity, Marketplace Product and Operations, and Internal Audit teams. Of the group’s members, more than half identify as women and more than half are racially or ethnically diverse. The Group meets monthly and collaborates with other teams at Uber to oversee the Marketplace Fairness team’s product testing for potential bias, offer recommendations and mitigation strategies, and monitor products for potential bias after they are launched. The Fairness Working Group also works closely with ERGs to ensure that employees from different demographic backgrounds are part of the group’s regular conversations and consideration of product equity.

b. Product Life Cycle

Each of the teams described above plays a role in promoting the consideration of fairness during each phase of a product’s life cycle—from product development through product deployment.
i. **Product Development**

Product development at Uber includes the creation of a product requirements document, owned by the product manager and informed by research performed by product and design teams. A product requirements document outlines the necessary components and approvals for a particular product. While a product requirements document is being finalized, members of the product team might conduct user-experience research to influence the product goals and proposed features. The results of the research findings are typically incorporated in the product requirements document.

The product requirements document is created in an online information management system that can be accessed by various teams across the company. When a new product requirements document is created, the information management system triggers reviews for compliance with global regulations and other company policies. The Product Equity team performs a review of the product requirements document as well. Once these reviews are complete, (i) any relevant recommendations are shared with the product manager; (ii) resources and best practices are shared with the product manager; and/or (iii) the product requirements document is marked as not having equity concerns. Any recommended changes are either made before the product requirements document is approved or on an agreed-upon timeline after the product is released. After a product has launched, some product updates trigger additional equity reviews that might result in further recommendations and remedial actions. Currently, the Marketplace Fairness team’s evaluation process is not a standard component of product requirements documents for all new or existing products.

The Product Equity team collaborates with product teams to build products in alignment with the team’s equity principles. For example, the Product Equity team is currently collaborating with product teams on a feature that would permit drivers and riders to change their display name in the Uber app—a modification that seeks to address concerns related to misgendering and deadnaming transgender drivers. The Product Equity team is also working with product teams to develop a photo-mismatch protocol to systematize Uber’s approach to addressing misidentification. This work is relevant to the identity-verification algorithm, which might fail to identify trans drivers or couriers whose driver’s license photos do not match their gender expression or fail to identify users with religious headwear. In addition to advising on specific features and protocols, the Product Equity team facilitates a training course about equitable product development for all product teams.

The Marketplace Fairness and Product Equity teams evaluate Uber’s products for potential bias. The teams determine which products to review based on discussions with legal teams, relevant stakeholders, and the broader Fairness Working Group. For example, public discourse and academic studies discussing the potential for racial bias in facial-recognition technology informed the Marketplace Fairness team’s decision to evaluate Realtime ID (RTID)—a facial-recognition technology Uber requires drivers to use to periodically verify their identities for safety purposes—after the product had launched. Product teams with equity-related concerns about their products may also bring products to the Marketplace Fairness team for review, and can attend weekly office hours offered by the Product Equity team.

The Marketplace Fairness team has developed a protocol for product fairness evaluation. The Marketplace Fairness team (i) conducts an initial review of a product, examining its functions for potential bias and developing a comprehensive understanding of the product or algorithm, the data used to train it, and how outcomes are measured and monitored for accuracy and bias; (ii) convenes relevant stakeholders to discuss potential fairness issues
that might result from the product’s design; and then (iii) meets with the relevant product team to discuss any concerns that have surfaced and to determine whether further action is needed to address those concerns. As part of this review, the Product Equity team considers whether the training or foundational data used to build a product is representative and robust. If the Marketplace Fairness team and product team determine that further action is needed, the Marketplace Fairness team will (i) determine the analytical strategies and tools it will use to examine the fairness concerns that surfaced during the first phase; (ii) conduct fairness testing specific to the product in question with the support of the Fairness Working Group; and then (iii) suggest product modifications to minimize any risk of potential biases in the product’s performance identified as part of the testing. If concerns are significant, the Marketplace Fairness team may recommend halting a product’s rollout. In the past, Uber has declined to introduce certain products to market based on fairness concerns. If concerns can be addressed, a product will be updated and introduced. The Marketplace Fairness team’s ability to test products for fairness is constrained by the extent of the company’s collection of certain demographic data from users, as discussed in section V.B.2.c.50

Uber’s Marketplace Fairness team has worked with external organizations to enhance the effectiveness of its efforts. For instance, in 2022, the Marketplace Fairness team partnered with scholars from Upturn—an organization dedicated to advancing equity in technology—and the Center on Race, Inequality, and the Law at NYU School of Law to evaluate key aspects of the methodology the company uses to help understand discrimination risk and to help mitigate the risk of unfair or discriminatory outcomes in Uber’s products.

ii. Product Deployment

After Uber’s products become available to the public, Uber’s Marketplace Fairness team continues to monitor some products’ performance for accuracy and bias. For example, the team may continue to monitor an algorithm that was retrained prior to launch as a result of the fairness review process. The Marketplace Fairness team also regularly tests algorithms designed to advance other objectives (e.g., user safety) to help ensure they do not inadvertently increase the risk of bias. Currently, Uber does not maintain a standard framework to inform whether and for how long to monitor a product.

The Marketplace Fairness team also investigates and responds to public reports of potential inequity in or resulting from Uber’s products and platform. Sometimes the monitoring decision is informed by complaints about the product or discussion with internal and external stakeholders. The team evaluates concerns raised and makes changes to its products to address them when needed. For example, a 2021 George Washington University study of Chicago rideshare data, including data from Uber users, presented evidence of bias in the algorithms used by rideshare companies.51 The authors reported that fares and trip duration were higher for trips beginning or ending in neighborhoods with more non-white residents or more residents living below the poverty line.52 Taking into account these reports and other potential concerns, Uber’s Marketplace Fairness team studied pricing and reliability in a systematic way, sharing its results with and garnering feedback from civil rights advocates, to mitigate potential algorithmic bias. While there were no systematic concerns or needed fixes, the team continues to monitor pricing.

The Marketplace Fairness team also considers the experience of drivers on the platform. For example, some drivers have alleged that Uber’s RTID fails to recognize people with darker skin tones.53 RTID was introduced in September 2016 as a safety feature to help ensure that a driver on the platform is the same individual who completed Uber’s screening process.54
Drivers are selected at random to submit a selfie for identity verification. If the selfie matches the driver’s profile picture, the driver can begin or continue to pick up riders. Drivers whose identity cannot be confirmed via RTID are temporarily blocked from the platform while the inconsistency is investigated by three human reviewers. If, following an investigation, Uber determines that the driver under investigation is different from the account holder, the driver will be deactivated, though there is a mechanism for appealing these decisions, as described below. Responding to allegations of bias from some drivers, the Marketplace Fairness team evaluated RTID and found “no evidence that the technology is flagging people with darker skin complexions more often, nor that it is creating longer wait times due to additional human review for people with darker skin complexions.” Ultimately, the Marketplace Fairness team did not recommend modifying RTID based in part on this research but also because human review is required before account deactivation and because drivers have a mechanism to appeal deactivations.

In addition, Uber leverages the expertise of leaders within its privacy and product legal teams to advise on questions regarding applications of AI and related ethics and governance issues.

**Recommendations**

- **Develop a central fairness strategy to streamline efforts to promote fairness and to mitigate bias on the platform.** Developing a fairness strategy will help Uber’s fairness teams set goals, track progress, and ensure that Uber’s efforts to promote fairness and to mitigate bias on the platform are coordinated and streamlined.

- **Add a pre-deployment fairness review requirement for all products prior to launch.** Including a standardized checklist for potential fairness concerns in the review process for all products could help ensure that potential algorithmic bias and disparate impact are considered before users are adversely affected. The team or executive responsible for civil rights coordination could oversee the design and implementation of the review process in partnership with the Product Equity team, Marketplace Fairness team, Fairness Working Group, and ERGs.

- **Provide product equity training and continue to provide regular opportunities for consultations for product teams.** Providing product equity training during the onboarding process for product and research roles could help instill the importance of these considerations for employees in these roles.

- **Conduct fairness testing informed by input from the civil rights community.** Testing its platform for disparities in the user experience with input from stakeholders in the civil rights community could help Uber enhance its approach to product equity. Uber should also publish the results of studies on the user experience to promote transparency and to help internal and external stakeholders understand how Uber’s efforts compare to best practices for product equity.

- **Continue to enhance Uber's AI governance program with recommendations from regulators and technical experts related to algorithms and fairness.** Uber should build on its existing product review and AI governance practices, spearheaded by leaders on the company’s privacy and legal teams, by continuing to refresh these practices in light of updated guidance from regulators and technical experts, including with respect to algorithmic fairness.
2. Privacy

Uber’s six Privacy Principles inform the company’s approach to the collection, use, and disclosure of users’ personal data. The Privacy Principles are modeled on the Fair Information Practice Principles—widely accepted principles for the collection, processing, use, and protection of personal data.

a. “We do the right thing with data.”

Uber’s Privacy Principles start with and incorporate one of the company’s core values: “do the right thing.” To Uber, doing the “right thing” means focusing not only on meeting its legal obligations under global privacy laws, but also using data ethically to foster user trust.

Uber regards “doing the right thing with data” as a shared responsibility among all employees at Uber. Uber’s global Privacy and Cybersecurity Legal team is responsible for the day-to-day oversight and execution of the privacy program. In addition, Uber has a broader group of privacy and security professionals that help to protect user data, offer users new privacy features that help them understand how Uber uses their data, and enable users’ rights regarding their data. All full-time employees receive training on Uber’s requirements for personal data use and protection. Specifically, all full-time employees receive mandatory data privacy and security training during their onboarding process and biennially thereafter. Employees may also receive additional privacy and security training based on their role or if they volunteer for Uber’s Privacy Champions program, under which employees receive enhanced privacy and cybersecurity trainings to help them understand and promote best practices and to identify issues for review by Uber’s Privacy and Cybersecurity Legal team.

Uber’s commitment to “doing the right thing with data” is reflected in the company’s choices regarding how it uses data. For example, Uber maintains policies that prohibit uses of data in ways that are inconsistent with Uber’s values. This includes policies that prohibit certain
types of advertising content, including that which reflects or results in “discrimination or harassment on the basis of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, age or disability.”

b. “We build privacy into our products from start to finish.”

Uber has implemented a “Privacy-By-Design” process whereby the company incorporates privacy considerations into products from their inception. As part of this process, Uber’s Privacy and Cybersecurity Legal team conducts legal analysis, reviews potential new collections or uses of personal data to identify potential risks, evaluates those risks, and identifies ways to appropriately mitigate them. The “Privacy-By-Design” process is applied to product development, engineering, marketing, and other activities involving collection or use of user data. This process involves the review of not only legal risks but also ethical considerations to avoid causing user harm or undermining user trust. For example, to mitigate privacy risks relating to an in-app audio recording feature that Uber introduced to enhance users’ safety during rides, the company encrypts and stores recordings directly on users’ devices and prevents access to recordings by anyone—including the rider, driver, or Uber—unless submitted by a user in connection with a safety report. Other examples of privacy-protective and safety-enhancing features include address anonymization to obscure precise pickup and drop-off details after a trip, and phone-number anonymization to allow drivers and riders to communicate without sharing their personal phone numbers.

c. “We collect only what we need.”

Uber emphasizes the principle of data minimization in its employee privacy and cybersecurity trainings and incorporates it in the “Privacy-By-Design” process described above. Uber requires a defined purpose for the collection or use of personal data and limits that collection to what Uber believes is needed to deliver safe, secure, and high-quality user experiences; to comply with legal requirements; or for other purposes clearly disclosed to users. As noted above, Uber’s Marketplace Fairness team has conducted limited collections or inferences of race or ethnicity data in order to facilitate the fairness testing of Uber’s products. In each case, Uber only collects and uses the information for purposes of enabling these features, as reflected in the company’s Privacy Notice.

d. “We are transparent about our data practices.”

Uber employs a variety of mechanisms to help users understand the company’s privacy practices. Uber discloses the data it collects, how it uses the data, and users’ data rights within the company’s Privacy Notice. Uber highlights key information from the Notice in its Privacy Overview, which also provides charts that show users what data are used for which purposes. Uber provides additional information regarding its practices in its Privacy Center, an in-app and web-based hub through which users can learn more about and manage their preferences regarding Uber’s collection and use of their data.

Uber also offers features in the Privacy Center that help illustrate Uber’s data practices. These features include:

- “Explore Your Data,” which allows users to access highlights of how Uber uses their personal data.
• “View as Driver,” which provides riders with visibility into the personal information drivers can see about them before, during, and after a trip.75

In addition, Uber provides users and the general public with information about its practices for sharing information with government entities, including law enforcement and public health authorities. Uber shares certain personal data with government authorities where required by law or legal process.76 Since 2016, Uber has produced an annual Transparency Report summarizing the number of U.S. and Canadian government requests it has received and how it has responded to them.77 The most recent Transparency Report describes data from July 2021 to July 2022, including the number of data requests received, the number of requests where some user data was disclosed, the number of users whose data was disclosed, and the percentage of requests where some user data was disclosed.78 The Transparency Report also states that Uber did not provide information in response to all requests, because, for example, the request was withdrawn or because the requester did not follow the correct legal process.79

e. “We give users choices about their data.”

Uber offers users some choice and control regarding how their data are collected and used. Users can exercise choice and control via settings and features that allow users to:

• Choose how their data are collected, used, and shared for purposes of personalized advertising, offers, or promotions.80

• Choose whether to share live location data with others for faster and more reliable pickups.81

• Correct their data or request that Uber restrict its processing of their data.82

• Request account deletion.83
• Request a copy of the data Uber has collected about them. Uber enables all users in the United States to exercise these and other data rights provided by U.S. state privacy laws, regardless of whether such laws apply where the users are located.

f. “We safeguard personal data.”

To protect the security, confidentiality, and integrity of user data, Uber has built an information security program that aligns with industry best practices and includes policies, processes, and standards designed to protect user data. Uber maintains ISO 27001 certification for their enterprise business (Uber for Business, Central, and Uber Health) and core rides business. Uber evaluates the health and effectiveness of its information security program through ongoing assessments, monitoring, and testing. Uber monitors risks through regular leadership meetings, where various security teams present key metrics and progress associated with assigned objectives. In addition, Uber engages third parties to assess compliance and to conduct risk assessments.

Uber safeguards user data in part by limiting data sharing. As disclosed in its Privacy Notice, Uber limits its sharing of user data with other users to that which is necessary to provide the service requested. For example, as discussed above, Uber limits the rider data shared with drivers to the rider’s first name, rating, and requested pickup/drop-off locations. Once a trip is over, in many markets, including in the United States, Uber obscures precise pickup and drop-off location information from driver receipts. In 2020, Uber introduced the “Profile Data Expiration” feature to the Mobility Platform, which removes certain driver personal information from the rider’s view after the trip is completed.

Uber’s Public Safety Response team receives and reviews data requests from law enforcement and public health officials. Uber’s Legal Guidelines for Law Enforcement outline the process by which law enforcement can request user data through the Law Enforcement and Public Safety Response Portal. Under the guidelines, Uber discloses account information to U.S. law enforcement in accordance with the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) and other legal authorities. In general, this means that Uber does not disclose certain categories of user data without legal process, such as a subpoena, court order, or search warrant. The types of data provided to law enforcement include, but are not limited to, basic subscriber information, device information, vehicle information, and historical location information. Uber does not disclose real-time location data with government entities, including law enforcement, subject to some limited exceptions for emergency response.

Similarly, the Public Safety Response team’s Playbook includes public safety standards for the Public Safety Response team to follow when responding to data requests from public health authorities. Uber periodically receives data requests from public health authorities via the Law Enforcement and Public Safety Response Portal related to users who may have been exposed to contagious diseases, including COVID-19, and the Public Safety Response team is responsible for assessing the validity of the requests and responding to them. If Uber receives notice from public health authorities that one of its users has been diagnosed with or come into close contact with a confirmed case of an infectious disease related to a public health emergency, it will put a temporary hold on the user’s account, which bars the user from certain Uber services until Uber receives confirmation that the user is no longer contagious.
Recommendation

- Continue to align Uber’s privacy program with evolving legal requirements, business needs, and industry best practices, especially those related to equity.

Uber has taken steps to develop and implement a robust privacy program centered around its Privacy Principles. Uber should continue to refresh its privacy program as necessary in response to changing legal requirements, product offerings, industry best practices, and equity considerations. As part of this effort, Uber should continue to seek out opportunities to partner with expert organizations that could help enhance Uber’s privacy program and practices and safeguard privacy for all users.

3. Accessibility

Uber is committed to bringing “the same innovative and solutions-based focus to addressing accessibility as [it] bring[s] to improving mobility options for everyone.” Covington assessed several aspects of Uber’s approach to accessibility, including the company’s efforts related to (i) its accessibility strategy; (ii) the experiences of riders with disabilities; (iii) the experiences of drivers with disabilities; and (iv) accessibility education.

a. Accessibility Strategy

In May 2022, Uber hired a Head of Public Policy, Accessibility and Underserved Communities to develop and execute Uber’s strategy for accessibility policy. The Head of Public Policy, Accessibility and Underserved Communities leads Uber’s external accessibility strategy, informs the company of the needs of people with disabilities, works in partnership with the Product Equity team to close equity gaps for users with access needs, and responds directly to accessibility issues raised by users and reporters through working groups, media responses, and stakeholder outreach.

b. Riders with Disabilities

Uber aims to “support everyone’s ability to easily move around their communities.” To achieve this goal, Uber has developed policies, products, and features to improve the user experience for riders with disabilities.

Uber has implemented policies to improve access to the platform for riders with disabilities. Uber maintains a Service Animal and Assistive Device Policy that requires drivers to accept riders with service animals, to help riders stow their assistive devices (except when the driver’s own disability prevents them from helping to stow the device or when the driver’s vehicle does not have space for the assistive device), and to comply with applicable federal and state law requiring accommodation of riders with disabilities. In addition to underscoring a driver’s obligation to transport service animals, the policy provides drivers and riders with information regarding the definition of a service animal, the process for filing a complaint related to denial of a service animal, and the policy regarding service animal exceptions to the cleaning-fee policy. The policy also states that drivers may not refuse to stow riders’ assistive devices, including folding wheelchairs, walkers, crutches, and canes (except as noted above), and explains how riders can report issues such as ride cancellations related to assistive devices. The company requires all new and existing drivers to acknowledge their contractual and legal
obligations related to accepting service animals and assistive devices on trips via an in-app full-screen notice and handles related complaints through a specialized support team.\textsuperscript{102}

Uber has also taken steps to improve existing policies that may inadvertently impact riders with disabilities. Typically, if a rider does not enter the vehicle they requested through Uber within an allotted time, they can be charged a wait-time fee.\textsuperscript{103} The grace period before wait-time fees begin to accrue is currently two minutes for UberX and UberXL, and five minutes for UberBlack and UberBlack SUV.\textsuperscript{104} Individuals who have a disability as defined under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) that impacts their ability to board a vehicle within the allotted time after meeting the vehicle at their designated pickup location are able to self-certify for a waiver of wait-time fees. In 2021, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) filed a lawsuit against Uber for charging wait-time fees to passengers who, because of a disability, needed more time to enter a vehicle.\textsuperscript{105} After DOJ had commenced its investigation but before it filed its lawsuit, Uber implemented a wait-time fee waiver for users with access needs and the ability to request a refund of wait-time fees for trips in the last 30 days where they or a companion needed more time to board the vehicle due to a disability. In 2022, Uber resolved the lawsuit by entering into a settlement with DOJ, agreeing to pay more than $2,000,000 to affected passengers and to waive wait-time fees for all Uber riders who certify that they or someone they frequently travel with need more time to get in a vehicle they requested through Uber because of a disability.\textsuperscript{106}

Uber has developed products specifically geared toward increasing access for riders with disabilities.\textsuperscript{107} In 2014, Uber developed “Uber WAV,” a product that connects riders who use non-folding wheelchairs to drivers with wheelchair accessible vehicles (WAVs).\textsuperscript{108} This offering—the first of its kind in the rideshare industry—earned praise from stakeholders, such as Tony Coelho, a former member of the U.S. House of Representatives and co-author of the ADA.\textsuperscript{109} In 2017, riders from several cities sued to expand the availability of Uber WAV, contending that the company’s failure to provide WAVs in their cities violated the ADA.\textsuperscript{110} A court found that Uber had not violated the ADA due to the significant expense associated with equipping and providing WAVs. Currently, WAV is available in 12 U.S. cities.

Many of Uber’s core features enhance the user experience of riders with disabilities. These features include:

- **Cashless payments**, which reduce “the need for riders to worry about counting out cash or exchanging bills with a driver.”
- **On-demand transportation**, which makes it easier for people with disabilities to access transportation without “arrang[ing] rides through a dispatcher or resort[ing] to other, less convenient, means of finding a ride.”
- **Upfront pricing**, which lets “riders know the cost of their trip before they request a ride,” reducing the risk of fraud.
- **The ability to share ride details**, including route and estimated time of arrival.\textsuperscript{111}

Uber has also developed features specifically to improve the user experience for riders with disabilities. For example, Uber offers assistive technology such as visible and vibrating alerts to help riders who are deaf or hard of hearing use the app more easily.\textsuperscript{112} Uber’s Product Equity team regularly integrates and manages quality assurance issues related to accessible hardware and software that users utilize to enhance the app experience, such as voiceover/ talkback and screen readers.
c. Drivers with Disabilities

Uber welcomes anyone onto the U.S. mobility platform who is legally able to drive, regardless of their disabilities, and has developed features to improve the platform experience for drivers with disabilities. In 2016, Uber partnered with Communication Service for the Deaf, the National Association of the Deaf, and Telecommunications for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing to inform the development of app features to enhance the experience of drivers who are deaf or hard of hearing. If a driver self-identifies as deaf or hard of hearing in the Uber app, they are then given access to features that improve the functionality of the app for members of the Deaf community, including:

- Flashing trip request, which signals a new trip request with a flashing light and an audio notification.
- Text-only messaging, which disallows riders from calling the driver to communicate about their trip and prompts them to text instead.

d. Accessibility Education

Uber has developed resources to educate and support drivers to help ensure they are responsive to the needs of riders with disabilities. Uber partnered with Open Doors Organization—a nonprofit that seeks to improve mobility for people with disabilities—to encourage drivers to be mindful about their interactions with riders with disabilities and to provide tips for interacting with riders with disabilities.

In certain markets, Uber also offers Assist, a product that matches riders with top-rated drivers who have been trained to assist riders with disabilities. Drivers who use Assist are trained by third-party organizations.

Recommendations

- **Enhance the company’s accessibility strategy.** Uber should continue to partner with external organizations and to solicit feedback from users with disabilities to develop a robust long-term strategy that will increase accessibility of the company’s products and platform.
- **Continue to enhance the accessibility of the platform.** Uber should consider additional ways to help ensure that its platform and products are accessible for all users. These considerations could include auditing core products for compliance with Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, conducting quality assurance for accessibility, and continuing to provide accessibility-related resources to drivers.

4. Safety

User safety is one of Uber’s top priorities, and Uber is committed to making its platform safe for everyone to use, regardless of race, gender, and other protected characteristics. Uber’s approach to safety focuses on controlling access to the platform through clear policies, screening procedures, and other means; developing app-based technology solutions to reduce safety incidents; responding to reports of safety incidents (i.e., anything that a driver or rider experiences during a ride that makes them feel unsafe) and supporting users with empathy and care; establishing clear and fair consequences for safety violations; and partnering with experts.
and advocates to inform the company’s safety policies and procedures and to build trust with the communities Uber serves.122

Uber has led the rideshare industry in its commitment to safety and has taken steps to ensure that safety is prioritized throughout the company, including at the highest levels. Uber incorporates safety metrics in ELT compensation. As a reflection of the importance of safety to the company, Uber reorganized the Safety team to report directly to the ELT.

Uber’s safety strategy reflects input from a wide range of external experts. Uber has consulted with hundreds of organizations—including organizations focused on women’s safety, traffic safety, and crime prevention—to inform its approach.123 In addition, Uber established a Safety Advisory Board in 2015 “to bring new approaches, feedback, and expertise to [Uber’s] safety processes and technology.”124 The Safety Advisory Board is chaired by former Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh C. Johnson. It is composed of experts in gender-based and domestic violence prevention, road safety, public health, and law enforcement,125 but it does not include a member with expertise in platform worker health and safety and related risks.

Covington assessed several aspects of Uber’s approach to user safety, including its (i) standards and policies; (ii) prevention efforts; (iii) complaints, investigations, and discipline procedures; (iv) response to fairness concerns in the deactivation experience; and (v) data transparency and accountability practices.

a. Standards and Policies

Uber expects all users to adhere to the company’s Community Guidelines, a set of rules and agreements centered on three principles: “treating everyone with respect, helping to keep one another safe, and following the law.”126 Standards and policies support each principle. Many of these standards and policies relate to creating a safe environment for all platform users. For example, Uber has policies against threatening behavior, inappropriate post-trip contact, nonconsensual physical contact, sexual misconduct, and discrimination.127

Uber recognizes that all forms of discrimination, whether overt or subtle, are hurtful to its community members and can make users feel unsafe and devalued.128 To help ensure all users feel safe and welcome on the platform, Uber’s Community Guidelines incorporate a Non-Discrimination Policy, which states that Uber does not tolerate discrimination against riders or drivers based on race, religion, national origin, disability, sexual orientation, sex, marital status, gender identity, age, or any other characteristic protected under applicable federal or state law.129 The Non-Discrimination Policy also states that “[a]ny rider or driver found to have violated this standard will lose access to the Uber app.”130

As part of its 2020 racial equity commitments, Uber pledged to require all users to agree with the company’s Community Guidelines. In addition to incorporating the Community Guidelines with the company’s General Terms of Use, the company has implemented a prompt requiring users to accept the Community Guidelines. If a user does not agree to abide by the Community Guidelines within their first three trips, they are blocked from a subsequent trip until they do accept. Uber reminds users of their agreement when alerted of behavior inconsistent with the Guidelines.
b. Prevention

To prevent safety incidents, Uber screens drivers, provides drivers and riders with safety education, and designs in-app safety features.

i. Driver Screening

Uber requires every driver on its U.S. mobility platform to undergo thorough screening, including identity verification, a motor vehicle records review, and a criminal history background check, before their first trip. Uber reruns criminal and motor vehicle checks annually. Background checks vary by location based on state and local laws and regulations and are performed by third-party providers. These companies screen driver candidates against national and local crime databases, sex offender registries, and other records. Convictions and pending charges for violent crimes and sexual offenses are disqualifying.

While Uber employs robust driver-screening processes, the company strives to ensure that its platform access controls do not pose unequal barriers based on race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, or other personal protected characteristics. The only demographic characteristic that Uber considers in the screening process is age because it is relevant to having a driver’s license. As noted above, Uber contracts with third-party providers to perform background checks in compliance with state and local laws. Uber prefers a name-based background check system as opposed to fingerprint-based systems because the former includes important additional sources of information such as sex offender registries; state, federal, and international watchlists; and proprietary criminal databases that are only accessible by name and not by fingerprint. Uber also opted against fingerprint-based systems because they are based on a Federal Bureau of Investigation database that is sometimes incomplete, containing information on arrests but not always case dispositions, including dropped charges and false arrests. Informed by guidance and leadership from stakeholders within the civil rights community, including former Attorney General Eric Holder, Uber has publicly opposed proposals to require fingerprint-based background checks for non-law enforcement purposes because those checks have been found to have a discriminatory impact in job opportunities for people of color.

ii. Safety Resources and Education

Uber offers drivers and riders resources and education to reduce safety incidents, including discrimination and violence on the basis of sex or race. In August 2020, Uber launched mandatory sexual misconduct education for drivers in partnership with RAINN (Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network), the nation’s largest anti-sexual violence organization. The online course includes six video lessons led by drivers who use Uber and covers a range of topics, such as Uber’s Community Guidelines, appropriate and inappropriate behaviors, bystander intervention, and what to do if a safety issue occurs. Although the course was designed specifically for drivers, it is available to the general public. In March 2022, Uber launched its “All Are Welcome” campaign to provide optional anti-racism education to drivers and riders, fulfilling the company’s commitment to do so. Uber developed All Are Welcome in partnership with Paradigm, a DEI training and consulting company, to help reduce racism on its platform and encourage users to practice more inclusive behaviors. Informed by user feedback, All Are Welcome explains how to recognize racism, address racist behavior as a bystander, and report behavior thought to be racist. All Are Welcome reiterates that safety incidents—including behavior involving discrimination, violence, or harassment—may result in a loss of access to Uber.
iii. Safety Features

Uber strives to reduce safety incidents by building and implementing technology solutions as a core component of the app.\textsuperscript{147} Uber’s core safety features—many of which have been added over the last several years—include:

- The Safety Toolkit, which allows riders and drivers to access safety features in a single place on the app.
- Phone number and exact address anonymization, which hides personal contact information and helps to prevent inappropriate post-trip contact.
- An in-app emergency button, which connects riders and drivers with 911 and provides the ability to text 911 in locations that enable the feature.
- Share My Trip and Follow My Ride, which allow riders and drivers to share their locations with friends and family.
- RideCheck, which detects long stops, unexpected routes, midway drop-offs, and possible crashes and prompts riders and drivers to verify that all is well.\textsuperscript{148}
- Live Help, which allows users to request support from an ADT safety expert, via phone or text.\textsuperscript{149}

As a result of driver feedback and the company’s ongoing commitment to using technology to enhance safety, Uber continues to explore and add new safety features. For example, Uber recently launched a feature in select U.S. cities that allows drivers and riders to record audio during a trip.\textsuperscript{150} When a rider is matched with a driver, Uber notifies the rider if the driver has opted in to the feature.\textsuperscript{151} Audio recordings are encrypted, and Uber is only able to access them if a user reports a safety incident and includes the audio file in the report.\textsuperscript{152} Uber is also exploring a feature that allows drivers to record video during a trip using the front-facing camera of their smartphones.\textsuperscript{153} While Uber also allows drivers to install and use dashcams, this new app-based feature would require less setup and no additional cost to drivers.\textsuperscript{154}

c. Safety Complaints, Investigations, and Discipline

Uber’s commitment to making its platform safe for all users informs the company’s response to safety incidents, from the complaint intake and investigation process to measures taken to address serious safety concerns for substantiated safety concerns.

Uber’s Community Guidelines encourage users to report safety incidents that they have experienced or witnessed and provide users with instructions on how to report safety incidents.\textsuperscript{155} Uber’s All Are Welcome campaign also provides riders and drivers with information and resources related to identifying and preventing racist behaviors, as well as detailed instructions for reporting these behaviors to Uber.\textsuperscript{156}

Consistent with the company’s commitment to handle safety incidents with care, Uber has created safety support teams that receive and investigate reports of safety incidents from users.\textsuperscript{157} To address the most serious incidents, such as reported sexual assault, Uber employs specialized safety agents that receive expert-informed training.\textsuperscript{158} As noted above, Uber defines “safety incident” broadly as any incident that makes a user feel unsafe, including any dispute or exchange between users, but not complaints related to professionalism or interpersonal skills. For example, some safety support teams handle reports of safety incidents related to discrimination but would not address a complaint alleging that a driver was overly
talkative or not talkative enough, which would be routed to the other support agents to address. Uber’s broader safety support team is composed of several sub-teams of specialized customer support agents, including employees at Uber’s “Centers of Excellence” and third-party contractors at call centers. Some customer support agents specialize in addressing sexual misconduct or discrimination, including discrimination against individuals with disabilities or individuals that identify as transgender.

Uber’s safety support teams receive and gather safety incident reports from nearly a dozen channels. For example, users can report safety issues through the Uber app, Uber website, and 24/7 Safety Incident Reporting Line (a phone number dedicated to receiving and processing reports of non-emergency safety incidents). Uber proactively gathers additional incident reports by monitoring social media and news mentions. Uber also receives safety incident reports through third parties, including law enforcement and insurance companies.

All incidents reported through official channels such as the Uber app, website, and 24/7 Safety Incident Reporting Line are received and initially reviewed by the Incident Identification team to confirm whether a safety issue is present. To ensure Uber captures and addresses safety incidents reported through other channels, such as social media and news mentions, the company uses a system that sorts the data using keywords and phrases and advanced natural language processing technology to identify reports that may indicate safety concerns. Once the system flags a report as potentially containing a safety incident, it is sent to a safety support team to confirm whether a safety issue is reported. If the team determines a report involves a safety issue, it is routed to a specific safety support team that reviews the report, takes preliminary actions to advance safety (including “waitlisting”, i.e. temporarily suspending driver or rider accounts), and investigates the report as needed. As noted above, non-safety related complaints are routed to the appropriate support team for resolution.

Uber’s safety support teams use a taxonomy to categorize safety incidents, route reports to investigators, and track safety data. The Safety Taxonomy defines and provides examples of 12 primary categories of unsafe behavior, e.g., sexual misconduct, sexual assault, physical altercation, verbal altercation, and inappropriate post-trip contact. Uber further categorizes and tracks sexual misconduct and sexual assault behaviors using a more detailed, open-source Sexual Misconduct and Violence Taxonomy developed in partnership with RALIANCE. This taxonomy includes 21 subcategories of sexual misconduct and sexual assault behaviors. As a result of Uber making this taxonomy available to the public, several other mobility companies also use it. Uber’s safety support teams receive regular refresher trainings on incident classification and the use of the taxonomies.

Uber treats any report of discrimination as a safety incident. The Safety Taxonomy is organized by incident severity in a mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive (MECE) structure, meaning that Uber classifies complaints that involve multiple potential safety issues based on the most serious issue reported. As a result, reports alleging discrimination on the basis of race or other protected characteristics could be classified in different categories (e.g., within the verbal altercation category, the physical altercation category, etc.).

Once a safety support team reviews and provides an initial classification of the incident and prepares a corresponding report, the team assigns the incident to an investigator. If the safety support team identifies the issue as urgent and requiring a more immediate response (including sexual assault, vehicle crash, physical altercation) the incident is routed to investigators with specialized training and experience. In addition to specialized training, these investigators receive guidance to help them review incidents and gather information to plan their
next steps. As part of the investigation process, the investigator may gather evidence such as statements from involved parties, in-app communication, video recordings, and GPS information. Uber’s safety support teams review all reports regardless of severity and allocate additional time and resources to investigate the most serious and urgent safety incidents.

Outside of the investigation process, Uber provides additional resources to victims, survivors, and witnesses of sexual assault and racial discrimination. For example, Uber partnered with RAINN in 2020 to establish a support fund that connects sexual assault survivors with RAINN specialists that provide trauma-informed counseling and other resources. Through its website, Uber also makes available resources to users who have experienced discrimination, including American Psychological Association guidance on self-care and information on where to find racial-trauma-informed therapists.

At the conclusion of an investigation prompted by a safety incident, Uber will consider potential consequences, if appropriate. Depending on the results of the review, a driver or rider might face potential consequences that range from an electronic, in-app warning or reminder to follow the Community Guidelines to deactivation (removal from the platform). While an investigation is pending, the safety support team may waitlist a driver or rider, as noted above. In some states, Uber is legally required to waitlist drivers who are accused of certain offenses (e.g., drunk driving) regardless of the initial evidence in support of or against the accusation.

Uber tracks individual safety data to identify and address patterns of unsafe behavior. If a pattern is flagged, a safety agent will examine the user’s history before taking action. Uber addresses repeated unsafe conduct by drivers with actions that are tailored to the type of behavior that has been reported, ultimately leading to review for possible account deactivation. Less severe behaviors make up the majority of reported incidents and may not warrant deactivation. Instead, users will receive written communications advising them that a report was received and that future incidents may result in loss of account access. Uber may deliver a warning to a driver for a first offense but deactivate the driver’s account after multiple substantiated complaints of the same type of prohibited conduct. In addition, Uber shares data on drivers deactivated for the most serious offenses (e.g., physical assault resulting in fatality, sexual assault) with other rideshare platforms via third-party background check organization Hire Right to help ensure that dangerous actors are not allowed to move to another platform and potentially harm others.

In 2018, Uber announced that it would no longer require mandatory arbitration for individual claims of sexual assault or harassment by riders or drivers. At the same time, Uber announced that it would allow claimants with allegations of sexual violence or harassment the option to settle their claims with Uber without a confidentiality, non-disclosure, or non-disparagement provision.

### d. Addressing Fairness Concerns in Deactivations Triggered by Safety Incidents

As discussed further below, Uber uses a variety of mechanisms to gather driver feedback. These efforts have surfaced concerns about the driver deactivation process, particularly deactivations resulting from a user complaint or safety incident. Drivers shared that they were concerned that deactivation notices were not consistently accompanied by clearly articulated justifications, false claims by users and process errors by investigators could result in unfair deactivations, communications regarding deactivation were perceived as lacking empathy.
at times, and drivers were unable to appeal a deactivation decision in a consistent or timely manner.

As a result of driver feedback, Uber has taken several steps to help ensure deactivation decisions are made fairly, including:

- Developing an in-app review center, which provides drivers who have been removed from the platform an avenue to understand and appeal the decision.
- Conducting a comprehensive review of the policies and rules that could lead to deactivation and incorporating fairness principles as part of policy development.
- Developing a global team that governs and oversees the deactivation process, including an established team to review deactivation appeals.

Some drivers have suggested that the deactivation process has had a disparate impact on drivers of color. For example, a February 28, 2023, Los Angeles Times op-ed advocated for changes to Uber’s deactivation practices and identified several general concerns with the deactivation experience. Uber is in the process of reviewing and evaluating its deactivation policies to help improve the experience for drivers, including drivers of color.

e. Safety Data Transparency and Accountability

Uber believes that publicly sharing safety incident data can help improve safety. In December 2019, Uber became the first company in the rideshare industry to publish a safety report. Uber’s first safety report contained information and analysis based on data from 2017 to 2018 and summarized the company’s safety-related policies and processes, as well as data on user motor vehicle crash fatalities, physical assault fatalities, and sexual assaults while using the platform. Uber published the report “as part of Uber’s larger efforts to drive a new approach to safety in the rideshare industry and set a new standard for corporate transparency.” Uber published a second report in June 2022 based on data from 2019 to 2020. Uber is one of only a handful of companies that have made the decision to publish safety reports.

Uber’s leadership and Board of Directors play an important role in holding the company accountable on safety. The Safety team provides the ELT with regular updates on safety incident rates, progress on broader safety objectives, the effectiveness of safety policies and processes, and opportunities for improvement. The Safety team also presents incident rates for the most serious incidents to the Board of Directors twice per year. In addition, on an annual basis, Uber’s Senior Vice President of Core Services reports to the Board of Directors on motor vehicle fatalities, physical assault fatalities, and critical sexual assaults, as well as safety product highlights. Since 2020, Uber has tied executive compensation to the incidence of serious safety issues—namely traffic fatalities, fatal physical assaults, and sexual assaults. In 2020, 12.5% of each executive officer’s PRSU award was based on the company’s achievement of safety goals. In 2021 and 2022, 10% of each executive officer’s PRSU award was based on the company’s achievement of safety goals. For example, Uber achieved 47% of its goal to reduce U.S. critical sexual assaults by 15% over a three-year period using 2020 as a baseline.
5. **Driver Initiatives**

There are more than one million drivers on Uber’s mobility platform in the United States. Uber does not ask drivers to provide demographic information but estimates that 83% of U.S. drivers are men, and survey results indicate that 49% of U.S. drivers and couriers are white.

Under Uber’s independent contractor plus (IC+) model, drivers on Uber’s U.S. mobility platform have access to rewards, benefits, and protections while maintaining the flexibility of platform work. Uber developed this approach as an alternative to the traditional employment and independent contractor models for work. In an August 10, 2020, *New York Times* op-ed, Uber CEO Dara Khosrowshahi described the traditional model of employment as a “false choice” that “forces every worker to choose between being an employee with more benefits but less flexibility, or an independent contractor with more flexibility but almost no safety net,” and proposed the IC+ model as a “third way.”

Uber published a white paper titled “Working Together: Priorities to Enhance the Quality and Security of Independent Work in the United States” on its vision for IC+ work. More commonly known as Uber’s “Working Together Priorities,” the white paper contains calls to action for public policy change and corporate commitments to improve the quality and security of independent platform work in the United States. Uber published the white paper “to gather feedback and encourage dialogue among the wide range of stakeholders committed to
enhancing the quality and security of independent platform work, especially the drivers and delivery people who work with Uber.”

As part of the Working Together Priorities, Uber called for three major legal and policy changes in U.S. states:

1. Uber urged states to extend civil rights laws to independent platform workers to protect them from discrimination, harassment, and prejudice.\textsuperscript{186}

2. Uber urged states to require platform companies to contribute to funds for drivers to use to access benefits of their choosing, including paid time off; health, vision, and dental insurance; Health Savings Accounts; disability and life insurance; and qualified retirement savings.\textsuperscript{187} Uber suggested that workers could request funds to purchase specific benefits throughout the year or that platform companies could pay workers twice a year in the form of cash benefits.\textsuperscript{188}

3. Uber urged states to require platform companies to provide workers with occupational accident insurance to cover medical expenses and disability payments for accidents and injuries that occur while driving or delivering.\textsuperscript{189} Uber suggested that medical expense coverage and disability benefits could be based on historical weekly earnings, and that the insurance could include a survivors benefit for covered accidents.\textsuperscript{190}

In addition, Uber made a number of corporate commitments in the Working Together Priorities and urged other platform companies to do the same.\textsuperscript{191} For example, Uber committed to:

- Undertaking a national survey of all drivers and couriers to gather feedback on what the company is doing well and what it could be doing better.
- Engaging in an ongoing conversation with representatives who can speak credibly to the interests of drivers and couriers.
- Supporting the lifelong learning and skills development of drivers and couriers.\textsuperscript{192}
As discussed in more detail below, the commitments and calls to action Uber outlined in its Working Together Priorities animate and align with the company’s approach to supporting drivers by engaging with them to address their needs and by providing them with rewards, benefits, and protections.

### Calls to action and corporate commitments to deliver on the promise of high-quality independent work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What needs to be done</th>
<th>Who needs to act</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We want to contribute to funds that workers can individually direct toward the benefits that matter most to them. We are asking states to require our industry to accrue such funds.</td>
<td>Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We want to provide workers with occupational accident insurance that covers medical expenses and disability payments for accidents and injuries that occur while driving or delivering. We are asking states to require our industry to provide such coverage.</td>
<td>Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We are asking that all states extend laws to protect independent workers from discrimination, harassment, and prejudice.</td>
<td>Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We will undertake a national survey of all drivers and delivery people to gather feedback on what we're doing well and how we can improve.</td>
<td>Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We will engage with representatives who can speak credibly to the interests of drivers and delivery people, representatives with whom we can have an ongoing conversation and who can hold us accountable.</td>
<td>Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We will do our part to realize the nation's participatory democracy by helping every eligible driver or delivery person on our platform to register to vote.</td>
<td>Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where data is available and reliable, we will provide transparency to drivers on what they can expect to earn. By the end of 2020, we commit to making the Earnings Estimator available to more than 40% of active U.S. drivers in more than 30 cities.</td>
<td>Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We will continue to provide fast access to earnings and give earners the clarity and capacity to review and dispute inaccuracies.</td>
<td>Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We will develop opportunities and make investments to support drivers and delivery people in lifelong learning.</td>
<td>Governments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a. **Driver Engagement**

Uber’s commitment “to capturing the diverse perspectives of people who earn on [the] platform, listening to their opinions, and addressing and supporting their needs” is reflected in the variety of mechanisms the company uses to solicit and address driver feedback.

Consistent with Uber’s Working Together Priorities, Uber held more than 600 engagement and listening sessions with drivers and couriers globally and conducted more than 100 surveys to gather feedback in 2021 and 2022. Since 2021, Uber has made a number of changes to improve driver experience as a result of the feedback it received. For example, Uber:

- Expanded the hours of live phone support.\(^\text{194}\)
- Launched UberListen, a program through which drivers can provide feedback to Uber employees while driving and earning on the platform.\(^\text{195}\)
- Launched an in-app feature for drivers to find restrooms, gas stations, and restaurants/coffee shops and to take a break.\(^\text{196}\)
- Updated platform map technology to provide more precise pickup location data, including what side of a street a pickup will be on.\(^\text{197}\)
- Improved the navigation experience by enabling drivers to select alternate routes and to change their navigation provider within the app.\(^\text{198}\)
- Developed and installed guided prompts to help first-time drivers learn and adapt to the platform.\(^\text{199}\)
- Increased earnings transparency, including by providing drivers with a snapshot of how much they will earn on a particular trip before they accept, and simplifying driver earnings statements to show how much customers paid and the weekly Uber Service Fee.\(^\text{200}\)
- Introduced an in-app feature to help drivers and couriers share additional information when they have lost access to earning opportunities on the platform.\(^\text{201}\)

Uber has taken steps to ensure that drivers are aware of changes the company has made as a result of driver feedback. For example, Uber sends drivers a monthly newsletter called the “Tune Up” to inform them of changes and improvements to the platform. In 2022, Uber held an event to showcase the changes Uber has made to improve driver experience as a result of driver feedback.\(^\text{202}\)

In 2021, Uber established Uber Crew, a program through which drivers and couriers elect representatives—called Crew Members—to provide feedback to Uber. This effort aligns with Uber’s Working Together Priorities as part of the company’s commitment to engage in ongoing conversations with representatives who can speak to the interests of drivers. Through Street Level Strategy (SLS), an independent consulting firm, Crew Members collaborate with business and product design teams on new app features and other improvements to enhance the driver/courier experience. Uber Crew’s main objectives are to ensure drivers and couriers “feel that their interests and voices are represented within Uber, to rebuild their trust; build a sustainable structure allowing [Uber Crew] to amplify [drivers’ and couriers’] voices; and improve the experience of driving and delivering with Uber.” Crew Member candidates represent diverse demographics across geography, gender, age, and experience.
Since Uber established the program in mid-2021, Uber Crew has expanded significantly. It began with 15 Crew Members elected from a pool of nearly 150,000 eligible drivers and couriers in the Midwest, steadily expanded across the United States, and today includes more than 70 elected Crew Members.206

Uber restructured the program after its first five months to address Crew Member feedback. For example: Uber Crew Members suggested that “office hours” (hours during which Crew Members are available to meet virtually with drivers and couriers) were underutilized, so Uber committed to sending more communications to inform drivers and couriers of Crew Members’ office hours as well as potential topics for office-hours discussion to help increase attendance. Crew Members asked for greater transparency with respect to actions that the company was taking in response to Crew Member feedback, so Uber provided additional information in its communications with Crew Members about suggestions that had been implemented. Crew Members told Uber that they would like to be involved earlier in the product-development process, so Uber committed to holding sessions with Uber Crew Members earlier in the product-development cycle. In 2022, Crew Members met with more than 1,400 drivers and couriers, collected more than 3,000 pieces of feedback through office hours and a submissions portal, and participated in 26 sessions with Uber employees.207

Covington convened a roundtable discussion with Uber Crew Members to gain additional insight on the Uber Crew program and driver experience. Crew Members spoke highly of the program and suggested that Uber Crew was improving the app for all drivers. Crew Members expressed that Uber was generally receptive to feedback and cared about the driver experience. Pressed for potential improvements, some Crew Members suggested that a more direct line of communication with Uber could allow for more robust conversations, and some suggested that Uber itself (rather than SLS) host meetings with drivers to demonstrate the company’s interest in driver issues and perspectives.

b. Driver Rewards, Benefits, and Protections

Consistent with the commitments described in Uber’s Working Together Priorities, drivers on Uber’s U.S. mobility platform have access to several rewards, benefits, and protections. Uber offers a loyalty program called Uber Pro that allows drivers to access discounts, partnerships, and incentives such as discounted health plans, Health Savings Accounts, tuition coverage, language lessons, gas savings, roadside assistance, and tax-filing discounts, as they gain points through rides and ratings and unlock various status tiers. Examples include:

- **Health benefits.** Uber offers drivers the opportunity to obtain discounted health insurance plans through its partnership with Stride and free Health Savings Accounts through its partnership with Starship.208

- **Tuition coverage.** To support the achievement of higher education, Uber has partnered with Arizona State University to provide 100% tuition coverage for eligible drivers and family members in online undergraduate degree programs.209 Nearly 5,000 drivers, couriers, and family members have enrolled in the program, and nearly 700 have earned a bachelor’s degree through the program.210

- **Language lessons.** Because learning language skills (including English) is important for many drivers, Uber has partnered with Rosetta Stone to provide free language lessons. The Rosetta Stone account can be accessed directly through the Uber platform.
and has more than 45,000 users in the United States. Approximately half studied English.

As described above, Uber also supports certain legal and policy changes to increase benefits and protections for platform workers. Uber currently offers optional occupational accident insurance for purchase by drivers in more than 40 states, but legal changes would support enabling more universal direct coverage.211

Consistent with the Working Together Priorities, Uber has advocated for policy reforms in several states that would preserve drivers’ independence but require platform companies to provide additional benefits and protections for platform workers.212 Such reforms have become law in California and Washington.213 In November 2020, California voters passed a proposition (“Prop 22”) to ensure that platform workers are offered certain benefits and protections like healthcare subsidies, occupational accident insurance, and protection against discrimination and sexual harassment.214 Prop 22 also includes an earnings guarantee of 120% of minimum wage for drivers’ “engaged time,” i.e., time spent completing rides or deliveries.215 After its passage, Uber CEO Dara Khosrowshahi said that the company will continue to “loudly advocate for new laws like Prop 22, which [the company] believe[s] strike the balance between preserving the flexibility that drivers value so much, while adding protections that all gig workers deserve.”216 In March 2022, Washington enacted legislation under which drivers are eligible for state unemployment insurance and accrue paid sick leave and minimum pay rates per minute, per mile, and per trip.217 The law, which received the support of the local Teamsters-affiliated drivers’ union,218 also creates a process for drivers to appeal deactivation decisions and establishes a Driver Resource Center funded by a new passenger fee.219

Uber has also partnered with unions and other gig worker advocates to improve the quality and flexibility of platform work. For example, in February 2022, Uber signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the International Transport Workers' Federation (ITF) to begin a dialogue on the "continued support of decent work for drivers and couriers globally."220 As part of the MOU, Uber and ITF have committed to host regular roundtable discussions between company management and ITF affiliates and to collaborate on measures to benefit drivers and couriers.221

c. Professional Development

In 2018 and 2020, Uber partnered with Pursuit on the Pursuit LevelUp Fellows Program, which identifies, recruits, and trains drivers and couriers to become software engineers. In 2018—the pilot year for the partnership—13 drivers participated in the program, and three were hired and converted to full-time employees at Uber. All three remain at the company. In 2020, the company expanded the program to increase the number of fellowship positions and to broaden eligibility to include couriers and Greenlight Hub222 experts.223 In the program’s second year, 18 drivers and couriers participated in the program, and seven were hired and converted to full-time employees.

**Recommendations**

- **Expand and refine the channels for driver engagement.** Uber collects feedback from drivers in several ways, including surveys, listening sessions, and Uber Crew. Uber should consider whether there are additional channels it can use to solicit driver input. Uber should also continue to refine the ways in which it engages with drivers.
via Uber Crew. Specifically, Uber should consider how it can continue to enhance communication with Crew Members and continue to evaluate the Uber Crew program by soliciting participant feedback on a regular basis and by making adjustments to the program as needed.

- **Publish an update on Uber's Working Together Priorities.** Uber made a number of public commitments and calls to action as part of its 2020 Working Together Priorities. Publishing an update on Uber’s progress will promote transparency and accountability and could encourage other platform companies to engage in these efforts.

- **Explore opportunities to provide drivers with additional rewards, benefits and protections.** Uber should use its Working Together Priorities as a foundation to consider additional ways that the company can support drivers on the platform.

## C. Corporate Workforce

Uber strives to be the “undisputed global leader in connecting diverse people and resources on an equitable, inclusive, and safe technology-enabled platform.” To achieve this objective, Uber recognizes that it must foster diversity, equity, and inclusion within its own workforce, which includes approximately 11,000 employees in the United States, in order to identify the best candidates for every position. Uber’s approach to these principles “starts fundamentally by attracting a diverse workforce, fostering a sense of belonging and community, driving accountability through enhanced data strategy and transparency, and amplifying that across Uber’s ecosystem.”

As part of its 2020 racial equity commitments, following a review of data that demonstrated that COVID-related market shifts slowed Uber’s rate of progress against indicators of equity and inclusion, Uber developed five public goals related to improving diversity and inclusion in its corporate workforce: (i) “expanding opportunities for diverse talent”; (ii) “pay equity, full stop”; (iii) “doubling the talent pipeline”; (iv) “doubling Uber’s Black representation in leadership by 2025”; and (v) “training on cross-cultural management.” Uber has accomplished its “pay equity, full stop” and “training on cross-cultural management” goals and has made progress toward fulfilling the other three goals as part of its broader strategy to ensure equal opportunity and promote DEI in its workforce.

Covington evaluated several aspects of the company’s approach to DEI in its corporate workforce, including its (i) policies and procedures; (ii) complaint and investigation processes; (iii) trainings; (iv) talent acquisition and management processes; (v) compensation and benefit offerings; and (vi) employee resource groups.

### 1. Policies and Procedures

#### a. Overview of Uber’s EEO Policies

The effective implementation of equal employment policies, including policies addressing workplace conduct, discrimination, and the appropriate investigation of complaints and concerns of misconduct, is foundational to establishing an inclusive work environment. Uber’s policies for U.S. employees are included in four key documents: (i) the Business Conduct Guide; (ii) the Global Employee Handbook; (iii) the U.S. Annex; and (iv) the U.S. Sexual Harassment Policy. These documents are available for employees on Uber’s intranet, Uber Hub.
• **The Business Conduct Guide.** The Business Conduct Guide outlines appropriate business conduct and describes Uber’s policies and resources to guide ethical decision making in the workplace. The Business Conduct Guide briefly states that Uber does not tolerate discrimination, harassment, retaliation, bullying, or any violations of company policies. Two sections in the Business Conduct Guide provide guidance on reporting. The first section, titled “Stand Up Speak Out,” states that if employees have a reason to think that someone is not following Uber’s policies or the law, they can raise concerns to their manager, and, if not comfortable doing so, to the People Team, Ethics and Compliance Legal, Internal Audit, or the Uber Integrity Hotline. The second section, titled “Great Minds Don't Think Alike,” explains that employees may report violations of company policy to their manager, any Uber manager, Human Resources (HR), or the Integrity Hotline. It explains that managers must escalate complaints that implicate what they determine to be ethical or misconduct matters to HR or the Integrity Hotline.

• **The Global Employee Handbook.** The Global Employee Handbook generally provides detailed EEO policies for Uber’s global workforce, including the Policies Against Discrimination, Harassment, and Sexual Harassment; the Policy Against Bullying; Other Examples of Inappropriate Behavior; Managing Interpersonal Conflict; and the Hiring Relatives and Romantic Relationships at Work Policy. The Handbook and U.S. Annex each include an Accommodations for Medical Conditions policy to explain how accommodations are provided to qualified individuals with disabilities, which extends to medical conditions related to pregnancy, childbirth, and lactation. The Handbook also includes an Accommodations for Religious Beliefs policy. Additionally, the Handbook’s Open Door Policy and its Reporting Procedure sections emphasize the importance of reporting good-faith concerns or complaints to any manager, HR, or the Uber Integrity Hotline. The Handbook also has a Protection From Retaliation policy, which is referenced in the U.S. Annex. The Protection From Retaliation policy prohibits retaliation for reporting, filing, testifying, assisting, or participating in any internal or external investigation. This policy also notes that retaliation is prohibited against any employee who opposes harassment and discrimination. Consistent with best practices, Uber’s policy against retaliation provides examples of types of conduct that are considered prohibited retaliation, including demotions or other denials of employment benefits. Employees who violate the anti-retaliation policy may be held accountable through a range of disciplinary actions.

• **The U.S. Annex.** The Handbook serves as a repository for Uber’s global corporate workforce policies, but there are also 36 country-specific appendices to account for variations in employment laws across the globe. The U.S. Annex includes policies that are relevant for U.S. employees, such as an At-Will Policy, a Personnel Records Policy, and various leave policies. The U.S. Annex also generally expands on the Handbook’s EEO policies to align them with U.S. state laws against discrimination, harassment, and retaliation. For example, and as described below, the anti-harassment policy in the U.S. Annex provides detailed examples of conduct that constitutes prohibited harassment and sexual harassment. The policy in the U.S. Annex also defines different forms of sexual harassment—quid pro quo and hostile work environment—as required by some state laws. Although microaggressions are not specifically addressed in current policies, the DEI team is conceptualizing a policy that will address the concept of microaggressions.

• **The U.S. Sexual Harassment Policy.** Uber publishes a separate U.S. Sexual Harassment Policy that is available to employees on Uber Hub. The U.S. Sexual Harassment Policy contains provisions addressing Equal Employment Practices, Drug and Alcohol Use, Standards of Conduct, Communications and Technology, Raising
Questions or Concerns, and Equal Employment Practices. The U.S. Sexual Harassment Policy references and cites to the Handbook and U.S. Annex, but the policies are not perfectly aligned. For example, the U.S. Sexual Harassment Policy states that any Uber employee who engages in discrimination, harassment, retaliation, bullying, or other prohibited conduct may be subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment. The anti-harassment policies in the Handbook and U.S. Annex do not include provisions about possible disciplinary action.

Since 2018, Uber has not required mandatory arbitration for individual claims of sexual assault or harassment by employees. In 2018, Uber also started to provide claimants with allegations of sexual violence or harassment with the option to settle their claims with Uber without a confidentiality, non-disclosure, or non-disparagement provision preventing them from disclosing truthful facts about sexual assault or harassment they have suffered.

b. Interaction Between Uber’s EEO Policies

Uber’s anti-discrimination and harassment policies support the company’s goals to “provide equal employment opportunities and maintain[] a diverse workforce.” The Handbook and U.S. Annex state that Uber prohibits discrimination and harassment based on an expansive list of protected characteristics. Uber’s Business Conduct Guide directs employees back to the Handbook and local annex, stating that Uber does not tolerate discrimination, harassment, retaliation, bullying, workplace violence, or other violations of its standards of conduct as outlined in the Handbook and local annexes. The anti-discrimination and harassment policies in the Handbook and U.S. Annex, however, differ in their level of detail. For example, the U.S. Annex’s anti-harassment policy is more robust than the Handbook’s policy because it describes harassment and sexual harassment and includes several illustrative examples of prohibited conduct. Uber employees are more familiar with the Handbook than the U.S. Annex.

Uber’s policies against discrimination and harassment do not include information regarding how to report violations. Information regarding how to report violations of company policies are instead contained in separate reporting polices in the Handbook and U.S. Annex, which differ slightly. For example, the Handbook’s Reporting Procedure policy informs employees that they can report complaints of potential policy violations directly to their manager, any Uber manager, HR, or the Uber Integrity Hotline. The U.S. Annex’s Reporting Procedure instructs employees to report to their manager, HR, or the Uber Integrity Hotline but does not inform employees that they can report complaints to any manager, as noted in the Handbook.

The company also publishes a Policy Against Bullying, a Managing Interpersonal Conflict policy, and a Hiring Relatives and Romantic Relationships at Work policy. The Handbook’s Policy Against Bullying and Other Examples of Inappropriate Behavior, which are referenced in the U.S. Annex, describe other disruptive and damaging behaviors that may not rise to the level of discrimination or harassment but are nonetheless prohibited. The Handbook’s Managing Interpersonal Conflict policy instructs employees to report a conflict with a manager or coworker that cannot be resolved on its own to any Uber manager or an HR Partner. Finally, Uber directs employees to disclose familial, romantic, or close personal relationships with a subordinate under the Hiring Relatives and Romantic Relationships at Work policy.
c. **Efforts to Raise Employee Awareness of EEO Policies**

Uber has taken several steps to inform employees about their workplace protections and how to report misconduct. As part of the onboarding process, Uber requires all U.S. employees to review the Business Conduct Guide, Handbook, and U.S. Annex and sign an acknowledgement that they have done so and understand these documents. This process is repeated every two years. Uber’s Ethics and Compliance team—which is the team responsible for updating Uber’s EEO policies and offering compliance trainings on EEO topics—hosts a “Stand Up Speak Out” campaign every year during Ethics and Compliance week to emphasize the importance of reporting misconduct, and Uber issues quarterly communications to employees to increase awareness of particular EEO topics. To identify areas for improvement regarding employee awareness and understanding of EEO issues, as well as the effectiveness of related policies, Uber asks related questions in its semi-annual Pulse survey, and the results establish that the vast majority of Uber employees agree that “Uber is committed to maintaining an environment that is free from sexual harassment,” and that they know how to report ethical or compliance violations and can do so without fear of retaliation.

**Recommendations**

- **Align EEO policies with emerging best practices consistent with the requirements of jurisdictions in which Uber is operating.** Some state anti-discrimination and harassment laws require employers to provide comprehensive definitions and examples of discrimination and harassment, specify that this behavior is unlawful, and clarify that violations will result in disciplinary action. Uber should revise its Policy Against Discrimination accordingly to include specific examples of conduct that violate the policy, similar to the examples of prohibited harassment and sexual harassment provided in the U.S. Annex.

- **Revise Uber’s Global Employee Handbook and U.S. Annex to clarify the relationship between the policies they contain and how Uber employees should report complaints.** Uber should revise the EEO policies contained in the Handbook to make clear that reports of harassment, discrimination, and retaliation should be made using the reporting procedures described in the Handbook. This will help Uber ensure that employees know how and where to direct their complaints. Uber should look for opportunities to increase employee awareness of these policies by, for example, adding hyperlinks to relevant policies in each of the documents.

**2. Complaints and Investigations**

Uber employees can report employment and compliance concerns through a number of channels. The primary channel is Uber’s Integrity Hotline. The Ethics and Compliance team manages the hotline and routes complaints to the appropriate team for investigation. Complaints about discrimination, bullying, retaliation, and workplace violence are investigated by the Employee Relations team, and other violations of Uber’s Standards of Conduct, including conflicts of interest and abuse of company resources, are investigated by teams such as the Ethics and Compliance team, the Internal Audit team, or the Global Security team, depending on the nature of the concern. Employees can also report concerns anonymously through an email address listed on Uber Hub. Employees may informally raise concerns with their managers or ERGs, who refer concerns to the Employee Relations team consistent with the
Handbook’s Reporting Procedure. Uber collects the demographic information of its U.S. employees, based on available and voluntarily provided self-ID demographic data, to help ensure diverse teams. That data is used to periodically review the demographic composition of Uber’s workforce and leadership.

Uber provides employees with information about the complaint and investigation process through trainings and informational materials. Uber sponsors a “Respect@Uber” week that includes training on how to recognize and report workplace concerns. All employees generally at the level of senior manager and below were automatically enrolled in Respect@Uber curriculum in November 2022 and the related materials are available on-demand on the Uber Learning platform. Respect@Uber covers (i) Uber’s policies and standards; (ii) how to speak up when something does not feel right; (iii) how and when to report a concern; (iv) how concerns are reviewed; and (v) where to find additional help. Employees also receive a corresponding guide for recognizing and reporting concerns upon completion of the training and can continue to access the guide through Uber’s e-learning platform. If an employee makes a workplace complaint, the Employee Relations team provides the employee with pamphlets regarding the types of concerns that the Employee Relations team investigates, a summary of the investigation process, tips for resolving conflict, information about when and where to ask for help with a conflict, and answers to frequently asked questions about Uber’s conflict resolution process. These pamphlets are available to all Uber employees on Uber Hub.

Uber provides process guides to case managers responsible for investigating complaints covering topics such as meeting with employees, acknowledging receipt of the report, gathering additional information, and closing a case. Uber also has an Employee Relations Communications Guide that offers best practices and templates for communicating with employees throughout an investigation. Case managers on the U.S. team meet regularly to discuss cases and best practices for investigations. Case managers are not required to take any investigation-specific training or implicit-bias training.

The Employee Relations team reports complaint and investigation data to the ELT. The reports generally include information about the number of cases reported contextualized by total employee headcount, the proportion of complaints that were investigated versus referred to conflict resolution (as described in more detail below), the most common types of issues investigated, and other trends. The Employee Relations team does not provide the ELT with the aggregated demographics of complainants, subjects, or substantiation rates, though the team is reportedly working on incorporating such data in their reports.

Employee Relations investigators are also responsible for recommending discipline, if discipline is warranted, when they conclude an investigation. To make a discipline recommendation, Employee Relations investigators review a database containing previous case outcomes and sanction data. Reviewing similar case outcomes helps to ensure fair and consistent discipline decisions and minimizes the risk of a high-performing or high-ranking employee receiving less severe discipline based on their position or reputation within the company. The Employee Relations investigator discusses the proposed discipline with the relevant business leader, who may impose discipline that falls outside of the recommended range only if approved by the Chief Compliance and Ethics Officer and Senior Director, Employment Legal.

In addition to the traditional investigation and discipline processes, Uber’s Employee Relations team offers an innovative alternative conflict resolution option through its Restorative Practices program, which was piloted in 2022 and is now available to all employees globally.
who utilize the Employee Relations review and reporting process. Restorative Practices is intended to provide a process for mediating conflict for allegations of behaviors that do not rise to the level of a potential policy violation, as determined either at the outset of a complaint or after an investigation has been conducted and the complaint is unsubstantiated, and to repair relationships between complainants and subjects after investigations are closed. Uber modeled this program after restorative justice programs offered in some prisons and schools and consulted with subject-matter experts to inform the development of the program. Employee Relations team members—all of whom have been certified in mediation after undergoing significant training—facilitate “Restorative Conversations," which are informal conversations between two or more parties where employees have the chance to repair and strengthen their relationships through collaborative problem solving. Restorative Conversations are offered for all cases reviewed by the Employee Relations team and may be offered where conflict or disagreements involving Uber employees are disrupting team dynamics (same team or cross-team), including business objectives.

During the pilot phase, participants received a survey 30 days after they completed the Restorative Conversations process. According to the survey results, 75% of respondents had a positive experience, and all respondents appreciated having facilitator support and felt the process helped them understand the other employee’s perspective. The pilot survey informed the creation of a new survey launched in April 2023. The new survey will be sent to employees 15 days after the closure of their case, and will ask employees about their experience with the case-resolution process—including Restorative Practices—and confirm the employee received information about Uber’s anti-retaliation policy.

Employee Relations also conducts discussions with subjects and complainants after an investigation. Once an investigation concludes, Employee Relations partners make support calls to complainants and subjects for up to 90 days after an investigation to help them identify strategies to move forward. The follow-up calls with Employee Relations provide complainants opportunities to report whether they feel they are facing retaliation.

**Recommendation**

- **Evaluate the effectiveness of the Restorative Practices and traditional investigation processes.** To evaluate and compare the impact of its Restorative Practices program, the Employee Relations team should consider collaborating with the People Data and Analytics team to survey participants in both the Restorative Practices and traditional investigations process (including complainants, subjects, and witnesses) about their experiences in both programs. Surveys could include questions about whether participants felt adequately supported throughout the process, whether relevant relationships have been repaired, and whether there were any perceived career impacts such as retaliation. The company could also collect and analyze other data (e.g., time to close, volume of repeat participants, reports of alleged retaliation, subsequent career progression) to compare the two processes.
3. Trainings

a. Compliance

Uber offers a suite of mandatory compliance trainings related to ethics and compliance, including a new “Preventing Workplace Harassment and Discrimination” training developed through a partnership with the Purple Campaign—an organization formed in the wake of the #MeToo movement to offer resources for addressing harassment in the workplace. In 2021, the Purple Campaign developed a corporate certification program to assess workplace harassment prevention strategies. Uber participated in the program by completing HR policy surveys and submitting relevant workforce policies, practices, and procedures for review. The Purple Campaign analyzed the responses and policies against a set of criteria designated as critical components for effective harassment prevention. Examples of the criteria include “the company conducts mandatory anti-harassment training for all new hires” and “the company has conducted a climate survey within the last two years.” Based on its review of Uber’s survey responses and policies, the Purple Campaign awarded Uber a Purple Certification with a perfect score of 100 points.

The Purple Campaign’s scorecard also assessed Uber against criteria that will be used for future Purple Certifications, which take into account emerging trends and best practices in addressing workplace harassment. As a result, Uber partnered with the Purple Campaign to update its anti-harassment and discrimination training, customize it to Uber, and include topics about appropriate alcohol use and additional information about Uber’s reporting procedures. Uber’s updated training also provides different modules based on state requirements, such as bystander intervention training and specific manager training in states that require it, such as California.

The Preventing Workplace Harassment and Discrimination training is a mandatory annual training for employees and a mandatory biennial two-hour training for managers. The Ethics and Compliance team tracks completion of compliance trainings—including the Preventing Workplace Harassment and Discrimination training—by position level and business unit, region, and business leader. Current data indicate that more than 70% of employees and managers have completed the Preventing Workplace Harassment and Discrimination training.

Uber’s e-learning management system generates weekly reminders to employees who have not completed mandatory trainings; and for certain compliance courses, the system sends notifications of employee noncompliance to managers and regional managers. Uber does not discipline employees who do not fulfill the Preventing Workplace Harassment and Discrimination training requirement, but the company encourages completion of the training by awarding employees with digital badges for their Uber Hub profiles and by sending regular email reminders to complete the training. Training completion is not considered as an evaluation criterion in the annual performance review process.

For certain compliance trainings, including courses on the Business Conduct Guide and Security, Uber has implemented initiatives to respond to knowledge gaps. Uber utilizes detailed scoring technology in these trainings to determine whether an employee missed key knowledge areas, and if so, follow-up steps and assessments are implemented.

The Ethics and Compliance team solicits feedback from participants on compliance trainings, including the Preventing Workplace Harassment and Discrimination training, following training completion and during Ethics and Compliance week. This team has also partnered with
ERGs and the DEI team to obtain feedback on how certain trainings may be perceived before they launch to identify and address any issues with the training. In addition, Uber assembled a Training Tactics Squad—a select board of 50 employees that have the highest engagement with Compliance programs—to inform future trainings.

b. **DEI Training**

Uber offers optional trainings on topics related to promoting DEI. Calibration training teaches managers how to achieve fair and equitable performance outcomes during the performance-calibration process, including strategies to eliminate bias in feedback. Uber also offers trainings for “Bias Busters” in performance calibration discussions, which is someone that speaks up and calls out biases when they appear and encourages others to remain focused on objective criteria. All employees can participate in the “All In For Inclusion” training, which includes modules on privilege, bias, and microaggressions. Finally, Uber launched the “Advancing Anti-Racism” training to fulfill its commitment to “offer training to all Uber managers on inclusive management and cross-cultural competency.” The Advancing Anti-Racism training has four modules that provide managers with practical insights and tools to go beyond awareness to active allyship. This training includes scenario-based learning and role-play activities to help managers identify and address racism.

Although these trainings are not required by Uber, they are strongly encouraged. Uber tracks completion rates for the Advancing Anti-Racism training but does not track completion data for other DEI trainings. To incentivize participation in the Advancing Anti-Racism training, Uber awards digital badges that are visible on employees’ Uber Hub profiles. Uber solicits feedback from training participants through the DEI team and Uber Learning.

**Recommendation**

- **Continue to encourage compliance with the mandatory workplace harassment and discrimination training requirement.** Uber should consider additional ways to enforce the training requirement by, for example, preventing an employee from executing certain tasks until training has been completed or incorporating training completion as a performance evaluation criterion during the annual review process.

4. **Talent Acquisition and Management**

Uber is committed to building a diverse and inclusive workforce consistent with applicable law that effectively serves the diverse communities in which Uber operates. Uber’s Talent Acquisition team sets recruiting priorities each year to drive the company’s equitable workforce representation goals to ensure Uber is facilitating equal employment opportunity. Previous talent acquisition priorities have included investing in apprenticeship, “Opportunistic Hiring,” and sponsorship programs, as well as hosting inclusive recruiting events to increase engagement with Uber among underrepresented populations.

a. **Recruiting from Diverse Sources**

Uber employs several strategies to identify and recruit diverse talent. Uber’s university recruiting team is “school agnostic” in that it seeks to hire high-achieving students across a variety of schools rather than only students from universities that are highly ranked. Uber also
emphasizes recruiting at Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs) and targeted, regional universities, as well as Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs). To identify promising talent, Uber also sponsors and participates in events diverse candidates are likely to attend, such as AfroTech, Out and Equal, and the Grace Hopper Celebration, among others.

Having identified a lack of diversity in mid-level management positions in the engineering organization, Uber established “Discover Uber,” which seeks to encourage Black or Hispanic/Latino manager-level talent from inside and outside the company to apply for positions within the engineering supervisory organization, as part of Uber’s racial equity commitment to develop “Diverse Tech Teams for Diverse Customers.” As part of the program, a panel of diverse employees from the engineering organization interviews qualified candidates, including Black and Hispanic/Latino candidates, and makes hiring decisions based on whether candidates fit Uber’s tech competencies rather than hiring for designated positions. If hired, an appropriate position is identified by surveying engineering leaders about their needs for specific talent. The program seeks to address the difficulties with hiring URP talent in tech roles, generally at the manager level or above.

Uber is also focused on expanding the diversity of executive-level candidates for director-level and above positions through a new program titled “Executives in Residence.” At Uber, URP representation in tech leadership roles decreased from 3.6% in 2020 to 2.1% in 2021 and increased to 2.3% in 2022.230 With the Executives in Residence program, Uber hopes to identify additional diverse leaders by the end of 2023. As with Discover Uber, Executives in Residence seeks to identify qualified candidates, including diverse candidates, and then identify appropriate roles for them.

b. Equity in Hiring

Uber asks candidates to voluntarily self-identify their gender, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, and other demographics in their employment application. Uber only reviews candidates’ demographic information in the aggregate, and the information is not accessible to hiring decision makers. As part of its efforts to ensure equal opportunity, Uber sets goals to interview a candidate pool at the business phone screen stage that at least meets the demographics of the relevant hiring market for all open positions generally at the senior analyst level and above. The business phone screen generally occurs after an initial phone screen with members of Talent Acquisition. Collecting candidates’ demographic information allows Uber to measure progress against its diversity goals at the business phone screen stage and to track the proportion and flow of URP candidates throughout the recruiting process. Uber also uses software to review its job descriptions for implicit bias.

Uber refers to its business phone screen diversity goals as its “Mansfield Rule.” The original Mansfield Rule, led by Diversity Lab, asks participating law firms to consider at least 30% historically underrepresented lawyers when appointing candidates to leadership roles.231 In 2020, Diversity Lab designated Uber’s legal department as “Mansfield Certified” after it successfully complied with the Mansfield Rule requirements. Due in part to the legal department’s recruiting success using the Mansfield Rule, Uber decided to implement a modified version of the rule companywide.

Since expanding its applicant pools to promote equal opportunity, Uber has increased the representation of women and URP at the company. Uber increased its representation of women overall, women at the manager level and above, URP overall, and URP at senior analyst level and above.232 While the total representation of URP continues to grow, Uber has
experienced a decline in Black or African American employees, from 10.3% in 2021 to 9.3% in 2022 and 9.1% in 2023 (although the time periods for reporting are not perfectly comparable). Uber attributes this decline, in part, to its overall reduction in headcount hiring in response to market fluctuations. Recruiting Black candidates for tech roles continues to be a challenge for Uber; however, the overall representation of URP employees in tech roles has increased from 13% in 2021 to 13.7% in 2022 and 14% in 2023.

The Talent Acquisition team makes an effort to provide candidates with diverse interviewers to promote equitable consideration of candidates by leveraging UPanel, a platform that enables talent coordinators to identify employees qualified to make candidate assessments and to support the goal to have a diverse group of Uber employees conduct interviews with candidates. Uber also offers all candidates the opportunity to speak with a member from an ERG with which they identify.

Uber provides optional online trainings for managers and interviewers called “Hire the Uber Way,” which addresses conducting inclusive interviews and avoiding bias, keeping diversity, equity, and inclusion top of mind, and tips for selecting a diverse panel of interviewers. Approximately 15% of Uber employees have completed this training, though approximately 40% of the workforce participates in the interview process. UPanel provides talent coordinators with data showing which potential interviewers have completed the Hire the Uber Way training so they can take training completion into consideration when selecting interviewers.

Uber provides suggested questions for interviews, but it is ultimately within an interviewer’s discretion to determine the questions to ask candidates. Uber does not provide interviewers with a rubric or standardized criteria to evaluate candidate responses during interviews.

After all panelists have interviewed a candidate, the recruiter organizes a debrief to allow the interviewers to share their thoughts on the candidate. To mitigate potential bias during conversations for engineering roles, Uber uses a “bar raiser”—an individual trained and certified in helping the panelists evaluate the candidate against a standardized set of competencies necessary for the role. It is the bar raiser’s responsibility to ensure the group focuses on objective criteria. Uber plans to launch a “Hiring Foundations” framework to instill inclusive and efficient practices in hiring processes for all vacant roles. This framework might replace the need for bar raisers by implementing new, consistent hiring standards across the company.

**Recommendations**

- **Continue to target additional diverse sources of talent in the recruiting process, particularly for technology roles.** Uber should continue to sponsor and recruit at events that candidates from a diverse array of backgrounds are likely to attend. Uber should expand recruiting efforts at HBCUs, HSIs, and other universities with diverse student bodies. Uber should consult tech-focused external stakeholders for additional strategies for identifying and attracting URP with engineering and related tech backgrounds.

- **Require anti-bias training for all managers making hiring decisions and consider implementing additional anti-bias measures in the interview process.** Uber should consider requiring all employees who conduct interviews and make hiring decisions to complete the Hire the Uber Way training to ensure they are aware of...
c. **Performance and Promotion**

Uber employees undergo an annual performance review process, which is supplemented by ongoing performance feedback and four manager Impact Check-Ins each year, and employees have an opportunity to be nominated for promotion semi-annually. The performance and promotion review processes are managed by Uber’s Performance team, which is under the People and Organizational Development function. Before each process, Uber offers several “just-in-time” (i.e., offered immediately before the process opens) trainings for managers, including a calibration training and a Bias Busters training to minimize bias and promote equitable outcomes in evaluations and promotion decisions. Managers also conduct calibration sessions contemporaneous with each process during which they align on performance expectations and performance indicators, which inform promotion outcomes. Managers receive a calibration training and are encouraged to familiarize themselves with different types of potential bias found in feedback language as well as various coded terms to avoid. The Bias Busters training described above encourages fact-based discussions and inclusive behaviors during the calibration process.

To promote equitable consideration of candidates, Uber collects and reviews data on nominations and promotions, including demographic information, which is reported on a regular basis to senior leadership. Uber does not, however, have a process in employees’ performance reviews for consistently recognizing employees’ DEI contributions—such as ERG leadership or recruiting activities that contribute to attracting a diverse array of talent to the Uber workforce. Managers, in their discretion, may include this information while reviewing their team members in the performance and promotion processes.

d. **Development and Retention**

Uber’s mentorship program is open to all employees. Uber uses a tool called Chronus to match mentors and mentees according to predefined criteria. The Chronus dashboard allows program administrators to track participation data, which can be disaggregated by gender identity, region, ERG membership, and job family. Between January 2022 and February 2023, there were 3,395 active mentees and 1,443 active mentors in the program. For the same time period, 8% of mentors and mentees were members of the Asian at Uber ERG, 4% were members of the Black at Uber ERG, and 3% were members of the Los Ubers ERG.

Uber’s DEI team promotes equitable sponsorship across all employee demographics by senior leadership, including by managing a sponsorship program for women and URP, generally at the analyst and manager levels who have been in their roles for at least six months. Launched in 2019, the program’s purpose is to engage Uber’s leadership to support emerging diverse talent through active sponsorship over the course of six months through visibility, influence, and connection. Participants receive a dedicated sponsor, training, and resources to promote their visibility. As of January 2022, 148 sponsors and 215 sponsored employees had
participated in the program. At that time, 78% of the original sponsored employees were still active within the company and 86% of nominated sponsored employees had been promoted.

The DEI team recently began holding focus groups to promote inclusion and retention and to better understand the experiences of URP. For example, in 2022, Uber invited 42 Black, Latino, and Black/Latino mixed-race leaders to attend the first Black and Latino Leaders Roundtable for employees at the director level or above. The same year, Uber invited 65 female leaders to attend the first Women Leaders Roundtable for employees at the senior director level or above. Roundtable participants attended sessions that were dedicated to hearing each other’s varied experiences and expanding their networks. Virtual roundtable sessions are now held every other month for the Black and Latino Leaders Roundtable and monthly for the Women Leaders Roundtable, with the goal of understanding the experiences and challenges faced by these employees. The Black and Latino Leaders Roundtable has approximately 60 members, and the Women Leaders Roundtable has approximately 80 members. Uber has also held Racial Equity Dialogue Circles for participants to engage in honest conversation and share their experiences in small groups.

Uber’s People and Organizational Development team manages several initiatives to encourage employee development and retention. Notable programs include the Supporting Women Leaders mentorship program and various academy and apprenticeship programs. While the People and Organizational Development team leads these programs, it collaborates with the DEI team and ERGs to facilitate sessions of each. The People and Organizational Development team manages the initiatives, while the DEI team and ERGs provide expertise on inclusive language, content, and audience.

Uber also provides a diverse array of educational events, which are available to all interested employees, throughout the year. Some educational events are directed at particular cohorts of employees. For example, Uber plans to implement an “Immunity to Change” program that will offer one to two educational events per year for 20–30 female leaders to learn how to create positive, sustainable mindset changes to promote professional development, and is considering providing other educational experiences for small cohorts of employees.

Uber has established a number of academy and apprenticeship programs to facilitate and encourage professional growth within the company.

- **CST in Motion** resskills Community Specialist team members—generally frontline customer support agents with substantial URP representation—and matches them to salaried corporate roles, such as sales roles. As part of CST in Motion, Uber offers CST employees with interview-preparation sessions and provides short-term assignment opportunities so that CST employees have support to make a career transition at Uber. Uber has set a goal to fill 10% of its non-tech openings with CST employees. In 2021—Uber’s first full year after making this commitment—Uber filled 9.5% of its non-tech positions with CST employees.

- The **Boost Fellowship** is a seven-month training program for employees from underserved populations, including military veterans, drivers/couriers, and individuals with nontraditional backgrounds who are early in their engineering careers. The most recent cohort of 16 apprentices all belong to the armed-forces community.

- The **Talent Acquisition Academy** is a 16-week program that trains inexperienced candidates so they can join the Talent Acquisition team as full-time Sourcers and
Recruiters, generally at the analyst level. Since the program’s inception, there have been 59 participants in the program and 65% are URP.

Uber does not conduct exit interviews with every departing employee, though they are offered to some employees on a voluntary basis.

**Recommendations**

- **Account for contributions to DEI initiatives in performance reviews.** While Uber rewards certain ERG leaders with cash bonuses, the company does not formally consider participation in ERGs or other DEI initiatives in its performance review process. By incorporating employee participation in RELC, ERG leadership, diverse recruitment efforts, or other DEI initiatives into evaluations for all employees and directing managers to consider these efforts in performance reviews, Uber can signal that it values contributions to DEI initiatives.

- **Enhance existing career development opportunities that support URP, such as by encouraging their enrollment in the sponsorship program and CST in Motion.** Potential methods to increase participation include encouraging ERG member participation, soliciting nominations from managers, and reducing barriers for CST employees who want to attend related programming.

5. **Compensation and Benefits**

Uber’s compensation philosophy emphasizes its commitment to being market competitive, having a pay-for-performance culture, and ensuring pay equity. Uber has established defined procedures and criteria to ensure implicit bias does not impact compensation decisions for new hires and internal promotions. For most roles, compensation is composed of a base salary, equity, and a discretionary annual bonus.

To determine base salaries, Uber considers a number of factors, including cost of labor for every role, geographic data, education level, niche skills, and performance at Uber. Uber does not consider a candidate’s previous salary and only asks about a candidate’s desired salary if necessary to help ensure expectations are aligned. Candidates are generally not permitted to negotiate their salaries, minimizing the risk of disparities due to implicit bias and helping to ensure pay equity. The Compensation team conducts pay equity analyses of all elements of compensation and compensation cycle adjustments twice annually in collaboration with HR, Legal, and external counsel to verify the company’s pay equity practices are achieving equitable pay. Uber also benchmarks its compensation against peer companies annually, using external market data to provide an unbiased representation of the labor market. Uber is transparent about the existence of these practices and publishes salary ranges in the United States both internally and externally. In addition, Uber internally publishes details about its compensation cycle adjustment process and compensation criteria.

Uber offers a discretionary year-end bonus to reward employees who meet their personal targets, which are unique for every job profile, level, and location combination. Uber’s discretionary annual bonus has been a dollar amount rather than a percentage of employee salaries, which ensures that employees within the same roles receive the same bonus for meeting the same targets, regardless of whether their base salaries are different.
In addition to compensation, Uber offers competitive benefits for all employees who work 30 hours or more per week. Uber’s benefits package is standard across levels of seniority from hourly employees through executives. Health and wellbeing benefits include medical, dental, vision, life, and disability insurance; access to a mental wellbeing app; a monthly wellbeing reimbursement; and access to other voluntary benefits, including legal services and estate planning. Lifestyle and financial benefits include access to a 401(k) plan with a match of 50% of up to 6% of eligible compensation, capped at a maximum of $8,000 annually; a Health Savings Account; a Flexible Savings Account; pre-tax commuter benefits; monthly Uber credits; a 17% discount on all Uber rides and Uber Eats orders; unlimited paid time off for eligible employees; a cellphone allowance; and a corporate discount program. Uber offers 18 weeks of paid leave for all parents when their children are born, adopted, or placed in their homes. Uber offers additional family benefits, including coverage for in vitro fertilization regardless of medical necessity, breast milk shipping, and care-coordination services. Uber’s healthcare plan also covers pregnancy termination, as well as travel expenses to access healthcare generally. The company is modifying its bereavement leave policy to cover pregnancy losses. Uber also gives full-time employees paid time off to vote on Election Day.

Eligible employees are automatically enrolled in Uber’s health plan upon hire if they have not elected coverage during the enrollment window or opted out of coverage. To increase enrollment in other benefits, new employees receive a benefits training during the onboarding process, employees receive educational materials through a quarterly newsletter, and the Benefits team does educational "roadshows" during open-enrollment periods. Uber tracks utilization rates for all benefits to monitor its return on investment and maximize the value of benefits for employees.

Uber solicits employee feedback about its benefit offerings. The Benefits team regularly consults with the DEI team and meets quarterly and as needed with the global heads of ERGs to collect input concerning Uber’s benefits. The Benefits team also receives feedback through twice annual surveys in partnership with the People Data and Analytics team, which built a benefits dashboard and helps analyze the resulting data. The Benefits team uses this feedback to develop new benefit offerings or modify existing offerings. For example, in response to employee requests during the pandemic, Uber began offering care-coordination services and expanded the eligible items under the wellbeing reimbursement program. The Benefits team also reported receiving feedback from Uber employees seeking a 401(k) matching contribution, which was implemented in 2023.

Recommendation

- **Consider conducting a review of Uber’s benefits programs through a DEI lens.** The company should consider working with an outside vendor to conduct a quantitative analysis of its benefits offerings, assessing utilization by demographic and evaluating whether the offerings meet the needs of the full employee population and benchmark well against peers.

6. **Employee Resource Groups**

Uber offers 12 ERGs to provide programming, support, and other resources for employees across a number of identities, as depicted in the graphic below. ERGs educate, celebrate, and raise cultural competence about their groups’ identities by planning and
implementing cultural and educational events, participating in community outreach, and fostering mentorship and coaching within each ERG and the entire ERG community.

Uber supports ERGs in a number of ways. First, Uber provides financial support to ERGs through the DEI budget according to their size as well as their prospective events, projects, and programs. Funding is provided based on an ERG’s priorities plan, annual budget allocation request, and usage of the prior year’s allocated budget. Second, ERGs have access to company leadership through executive sponsors, which serve as liaisons to the ELT, and annual meetings with CEO Dara Khosrowshahi. Third, Uber compensates global ERG leaders and certain regional leaders with cash and equity bonuses. In 2022, 63 ERG leaders received a standard cash bonus, with leaders of several ERGs receiving an additional bonus for exceptional contributions that year based on the view that the company relied heavily on these leaders during recent crises. In 2022, 59 ERG leaders who had been with the company for at least six months also received a one-time equity award worth three times the amount of their standard cash bonus.

ERG participation is voluntary and open to any interested employee. Nearly 5,000 employees participate in ERGs in the United States; the membership of the different ERGs ranges from a few hundred to several thousand employees. To encourage participation, Uber introduces the ERGs during every employee’s onboarding. Most employees do not need approval to participate in ERG activities, but some do. In particular, members of the Community Operations teams generally need permission to be “off the floor” to attend ERG activities, and some have reported that they are hesitant to ask because they do not want to burden their colleagues.

Uber is making efforts to enhance and add structure to the ERG experience. First, Uber developed a new role—Global Head of ERGs—that reports to the DEI team and coordinates efforts across groups. ERG leadership reported that this position has provided helpful support
as they balance their day-to-day responsibilities. Second, ERG leaders are now selected through a standardized application process. Previously, ERGs had various methods of selecting leaders (i.e., some held elections; others used a “shoulder-tapping” process). Third, Uber began developing an ERG playbook in April 2022, which serves as a resource guide for ERG leaders. This document is expected to evolve over time and is available for reference in the ERG CommUnity area of Uber’s internal employee systems. To raise awareness of ERG programming, Uber is also developing an ERG calendar and will include all ERG-related events, added in partnership with the Internal Communications team.

In addition to promoting an inclusive workplace culture, ERGs provide valuable insight across Uber’s various business units and initiatives as discussed above. For example, ERGs (i) are represented on RELC; (ii) provide periodic feedback to the Ethics and Compliance team on certain new trainings; (iii) participate in informational calls and interviews when asked by the Talent Acquisition team; (iv) consult with the People and Organizational Development team to design and facilitate programming; and (v) provide input on the company’s benefit offerings. ERGs also provide a target population for the business to consult for guidance on developing business opportunities in underserved market areas. Some ERG members have expressed a desire to provide additional insight in the early stages of product development and marketing decisions.

**Recommendation**

- **Continue to encourage products, equity, and operations businesses to seek input from ERGs on new product designs for customer populations.** Uber has an opportunity to leverage the perspectives and experiences of its ERG members to help identify and mitigate bias-related risks with respect to its products.

**D. Community Initiatives**

Uber seeks to make a positive difference in the communities it serves by cultivating a diverse base of suppliers, partnering with a wide range of external organizations to support and advance social impact initiatives, and supporting civic engagement.

1. **Supplier Diversity**

Uber’s supplier diversity program is in an early stage; it was established in 2021 to encourage equal opportunity for all and “with the vision to increase and more intentionally partner with best-in-class diverse suppliers for sourcing needs across all areas of [Uber’s] business.” Uber believes that supplier diversity strengthens both the company and the communities it serves. Research has found that supplier diversity benefits corporations, contractors, and communities by driving competition up and costs down, increasing minority business enterprise revenues, creating and supporting jobs, and boosting local economies.

Uber’s supplier diversity program seeks to broaden the pool of suppliers who make bids and provide diverse-owned suppliers equal opportunity to compete for its business. Eligible diverse suppliers include “businesses owned by historically underrepresented groups and ethnic minorities, women, LGBTQIA+ individuals, veterans, and/or people with disabilities, plus certified small businesses.” Uber procures products and services across a number of categories, including legal, marketing, information technology, facilities, and office supplies.
Marketing and technology are Uber’s largest procurement categories. Uber seeks not only to diversify its supplier base (known as Tier 1 or direct suppliers), but also the entire supply chain, including the suppliers and vendors that work with its Tier 1 suppliers (known as Tier 2 or indirect suppliers). For example, Tier 1 suppliers include vendors from which Uber purchases electronic supplies, such as laptops or printers, and professional marketing agencies that execute commercials, produce events, or develop marketing campaigns for the company. An example of a Tier 2 supplier is a vendor that sells email and cloud storage services to one of Uber’s Tier 1 suppliers. While diverse suppliers are encouraged to compete for Uber’s business, suppliers are ultimately selected based on criteria related to Uber’s business needs, such as cost, efficiency, and capabilities.

Uber’s supplier diversity program is led by two program managers and supported by five senior stakeholders, including the CDIO, CFO, Chief Accounting Officer, Senior Director of Strategic Sourcing, and Head of ESG Strategy and Engagement. This year, the team will expand to include “Supplier Diversity Champions,” whose role will be to advocate for supplier diversity in the sourcing and bidding processes and serve as the point of contact for their business on program governance and best practices.

Uber has established goals for its annual spending across the full spectrum of diverse suppliers and plans to publish “metric-driven updates and goals in the future.” The company’s current goal is to increase Tier 1 and Tier 2 supplier diversity spend as a proportion of the 2022 total U.S. procurement budget.

Uber’s 2020 racial equity commitments included a goal of doubling supplier spending with Black-owned business, which had previously been a small percentage of the company’s overall supplier spending. Uber exceeded this goal in 2021. Marketing spend with Black-owned businesses accounted for a significant proportion of this increase.

Uber has a Supplier Code of Conduct that applies to all Uber suppliers, as well as their subcontractors, agents, representatives, suppliers, third-party consultants, and employees. Uber’s Supplier Code of Conduct includes anti-harassment and anti-discrimination provisions noting that Uber “does not tolerate” discrimination or harassment, requiring that suppliers “commit to a workplace that is free of harassment and abuse,” and stating that suppliers “are expected to support diversity and equal opportunity in their workplaces.” The Supplier Code of Conduct states that noncompliance “will result in a review of [the] business relationship, up to and including termination of the relationship.” Uber does not currently audit supplier compliance with the Supplier Code of Conduct. In addition, Uber has a Tier 2 program that asks its Tier 1 suppliers to report their direct spend with diverse suppliers. In 2022—the first year Uber began collecting Tier 2 diverse spend data—Uber spent more than 2.13% of the company’s spend with Tier 2 suppliers.

Uber also categorizes suppliers by spend in Tiers A, B, C, and D, with Tier A representing the highest spend range. In 2022, Uber piloted a collaboration with EcoVadis, a sustainability ratings company, to assess one-third of Uber’s Tier A technology suppliers across several key pillars. Uber is expanding the pilot in 2023 and 2024 to cover all of Uber’s Tier A technology suppliers. EcoVadis ESG scores will be entered into performance scorecards designed to measure performance of Uber’s Tier A technology suppliers every six months. Uber plans to expand the program to other areas, such as services and marketing, in 2023 as well.
Recommendations

- **Continue to develop Uber’s supplier diversity program.** Establishing KPIs (e.g., on the company’s overall diverse supplier spend, percentage of total procurement budget, and number of suppliers) and publishing progress updates are important components of maturing the program, as Uber has recognized. Uber should consider creating more opportunities for engagement between members of the Supplier Diversity team—including Supplier Diversity Champions, program managers, and business leads—to identify opportunities for the company to contract with diverse suppliers. In addition, Uber should conduct a feasibility study to identify an approach to audit supplier compliance with the Supplier Code of Conduct.

- **Continue increasing Tier 2 supplier diversity.** Uber should continue its efforts to encourage its suppliers to identify and engage diverse subcontractors when appropriate, which could compound Uber’s downstream supplier diversity efforts.

2. **Community Engagement and External Partnerships**

   a) **Social Impact Strategy**

   Uber’s Social Impact team was established in 2020 to advance the company’s mission to “reimagine the way the world moves for the better.” Guided by Uber’s mission, impact pillars, and decision-making framework, the Social Impact team engages in partnerships with external organizations on behalf of the company.

   The Social Impact team is composed of full-time employees and independent contractors. All team members have cross-functional roles and contribute to program design, operation, and implementation, with a focus on specific geographic regions across the globe.

   The Social Impact team focuses on initiatives that increase access and equity across three impact pillars of safety, economic empowerment, and sustainability.

   The Social Impact team uses a four-part framework to make decisions regarding external partnerships and to promote decision transparency.

   1. **Evaluate:** Score the issue using standardized criteria related to business case, impact, and capability.
   2. **Recommend:** Respond to issues and recommend a response.
   3. **Respond:** Coordinate response and communicate with relevant partners.
   4. **Communicate:** Assess quantitative and qualitative impact to tell the story.

   The initiatives described below illustrate the Social Impact team’s approach to partnerships with external organizations in the United States.

   - **Maternal Care Access.** Consistent with Uber’s commitment to provide access to affordable and reliable transportation and reduce systemic barriers to mobility, the Social Impact team partnered with Uber Health, Surgo Ventures, and two federally qualified health centers to provide free transportation for prenatal and postnatal appointments in Washington, D.C., between January 2021 and June 2022. “Rides for Moms” provided
more than 4,500 rides for the 457 participants of the program. Participants reported that they found the program easy and reliable, and that they would have attended fewer appointments without it.

- **Vaccine Access.** Uber partnered with more than 80 companies, nonprofit organizations, and localities to support access to COVID vaccines during the COVID-19 pandemic by providing more than 63,000 free rides. In partnership with Paypal and Walgreens, Uber created the Vaccine Access Fund to provide free Uber rides to and from COVID-19 vaccine sites.\(^{254}\) Uber, Paypal, and Walgreens contributed $11 million to the Fund in 2021.\(^{255}\) The Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC) administered the program across 26 states with significant BIPOC or low-income populations and disproportionately low vaccination rates among Black or Hispanic/Latino residents. When the Vaccine Access Fund program ended in 2022, Uber transitioned the program to a Health Access Fund, also administered by LISC, which aims to continue to serve the same communities. The Health Access Fund is supported by Uber and community-based organizations.\(^{256}\)

- **Safety.** In addition to promoting the safety of users on the platform as discussed in section V.B.4., Uber partners with organizations to use its technology to help promote safety off the platform. For example, the Social Impact team partners with organizations to move people to safety in times of need or to deliver essential supplies and services in response to natural disasters and political conflicts. In 2017, Uber launched the Driving Change initiative, committing $5 million in grant funding over five years to prevent, address, and respond to gender-based violence in the United States.\(^{257}\) Uber fulfilled its $5 million commitment in 2022. Uber has since expanded the initiative to every continent where Uber operates. In 2021, Uber provided approximately $160,000 in free rides to 68 domestic violence and sexual assault prevention organizations in California, Colorado, Florida, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, Washington, D.C., and Washington State as part of the company’s larger effort to address gender-based violence.

- **Economic Opportunities.** Consistent with the Social Impact team’s focus on building economic opportunities for drivers and small businesses, Uber recently partnered with the National Urban League (NUL)—a prominent civil rights organization dedicated to economic empowerment of historically underserved urban communities—to provide eligible drivers and couriers with opportunities to use NUL’s programming and resources, including the NUL Entrepreneurship Program, in 2023.\(^{258}\) NUL’s Entrepreneurship Program enables minority entrepreneurs to hire employees, grow revenues greater than $750,000, and expand small businesses by providing coaching and technical assistance, as well as education on building economic capacity and securing capital investment.\(^{259}\)

Uber regularly evaluates its partnerships to measure progress and impact and to inform its partnership strategy. The Social Impact team works with partners to assess commitment, capacity, and expertise to increase access and equity across economic empowerment, safety, and sustainability with Uber’s platform. The team collaborates closely with partners to monitor program design, implementation, and reporting. Uber routinely requires partners to provide periodic updates on activities and expenditures.
b) 2020 Racial Equity Commitments

The Social Impact team has been responsible for executing two of the company’s 2020 racial equity commitments: $10 million to support Black-owned businesses over two years and $1 million to support the work of the Center for Policing Equity and the Equal Justice Initiative on criminal justice reform.260

Uber fulfilled its commitment to support Black-owned businesses with $10 million over two years. Uber made progress on this commitment by partnering with LISC to manage and distribute the funds, and by engaging with communities and organizations to support Black-owned businesses across the country. One such partnership was with EatOkra—an app that connects customers with Black-owned restaurants. EatOkra is working with Uber to enroll more Black-owned restaurants on the Uber Eats platform and provides participating businesses with networking opportunities, programming, and resources to help them grow and thrive. In addition, Uber hosted community events, such as Black-owned restaurant popups in Atlanta, Harlem, and Washington, D.C., to increase visibility for Black-owned businesses and restaurants.

In 2020, Uber fulfilled its original commitment to provide the Center for Policing Equity and the Equal Justice Initiative with $1 million. As of December 2022, Uber had expanded its support of criminal justice reform by providing 25 additional organizations and 1,400 individuals with rides, meals, and financial support directed to reskilling programs for formerly incarcerated people. Additionally, Uber supported efforts to eliminate debt-based license suspension.

c) Civic Engagement

Over the last several years, Uber has demonstrated its commitment to civic engagement and free and fair elections by supporting voter registration, recruiting poll workers, participating in get-out-the-vote efforts, and providing ride discounts to voters and poll workers. In 2020, Uber partnered with TurboVote to help more than 76,000 Uber users register to vote through the Uber app.261 In response to a shortage of poll workers during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, Uber also worked with Civic Alliance, National Voter Registration Day, Vote Early Day, and Time to Vote to form Power the Polls—a nonpartisan initiative to recruit more than 700,000 new poll workers to keep polling places open and fully staffed.262 Similarly, because social distancing reduced the capacity of existing polling places, Uber helped transform two Greenlight Hub locations into new polling locations in Los Angeles County.263 In addition, Uber launched an in-app poll-finding feature to help riders and drivers find their polling locations and provided a 50% discount (up to $14 off) on roundtrip rides to and from the polls.264 In 2022, Uber offered eligible poll workers free rides to and from polls by providing Power the Polls participants ride vouchers for up to $200.265

Uber has also taken a stance against voter suppression laws. In 2021, Uber opposed a Georgia law that strengthened identification requirements for absentee ballots, shortened early voting periods for runoffs, and made it a misdemeanor to offer food or water to voters waiting in long lines at the polls.266 Uber signed onto a joint statement with Civic Alliance, which stated: “We stand in solidarity with voters—and with the Black executives and leaders at the helm of this movement—in our nonpartisan commitment to equality and democracy.”267
Recommendation

- **Solicit feedback from external partner organizations.** The Social Impact team should consider implementing a standardized process for soliciting formal feedback from partner organizations to evaluate the effectiveness and quality of their partnerships with Uber and to identify areas for improvement.

Most of the organizations that participated in the listening session have no significant financial relationship with Uber.
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